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Crossing Disputed Borders
Kevin M urphy
On the last day of February in
Ncwry, the new downtown pedes
trian mall fills with bright sunlight
in the unexpectedly warm weather.
Spring has come early this year in
Ireland, and, after being stuck five
hours on the runway at JFK a week
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earlier due to the blizzard which
shut down operations, I marvel
gratefully at the daffodils along the
roadsides and the yellow blossom
ing whinbushes on the hills of the
Moume and Cooley mountains
which surround the town. The red
brick mall is swept clean; the stores,
closed for Sunday, catch the sun
light in their plate shopwindows;
and, almost to complete the portrait
of small town tranquillity, the bells
of Colman Cathedral at the end of
the square begin to call the parish
ioners to tlie 11:30 mass.
This is not my first visit to
Newry. When I first saw the down
town area in 1073, it looked like the
scene of an urban tank batde. Then,
the main street ran right Uirough the
downtown district, and just about all
the shop windows were covered with
metal grates or boards. In between
die numerous checkpoints manned
by Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUO
police, there were concrete plinths
embedded in the main street to pre
vent anyone from driving straight
Uirough at high speed. Newry was,
and is, one of the border towns of
Northern Ireland, located about four
miles from the Republic. Its popula
tion, though, as with a number of

border tow ns in
Northern Ireland, is
made up mostly of
Catholics in a prov
ince with a militandy
Protestant majority.
Given this discrep
ancy, Newry has been
a flashpoint in the
s tr u g g le
w h ic h
reignited in the late
'60s to secure eco
nomic and political
equity for the Catho
lics in the North. Ihe
movement for Catho
lic rights brought
about an immediate
Protestant backlash,
and violence in its
u g lie s t
fo r m s —
Directors of Field Day Project from left to right: Tom Paulin, David Hammond,
bombings, assassina
Seamus Deane, Bilan 1' riel, Seamus Heaney and Stephen Rea
tions, random and
mutual sectarian ter
square, however, a spray-paint
ror—broke out across the province. years' unabated violence.
In 1972 when British paratroopers,
It’s hard to reconcile the spar graffito alerts me that on this Sun
who had originally been brought in kling downtown pedestrian mall with day springtime placidity may not be
to protect die Catholics, opened fire what I remembered. The cathedral all it seems. It’s a grimly humorous
on a civil rights demonstration in bells continue to ring, and mothers reminder to the local police: "RUC
Derry killing 13 (the infamous and fathers are hurrying their chil BEWARE: THE IRA HAVE HAD
"Bloody Sunday”), Newry had lit dren, gussied up in suits and dresses, THEIR WEETABIX!” As I follow
erally exploded, and what 1 saw in across the square toward the church. the families hurrying their children
1973 was the aftermath of three On one of the alley walls just off the
see Crossing, page 6

Human Limits:
A Response to M. H. Abrams
Jonathan Culler
Jonathan Culler is Director o f the
Society for the Hutnanities at Cornell
University. He became the Class o f
1916 P ro fesso r o f E nglish,
succeeding M. H. Abrams, in 1982.
The author o f Flaubert: The Uses of
Uncertainty and o f a forthcoming
study o f Charles B audelaire
tentatively entitled. The Devil's Part;
Baudelaire’s Poetry, he has written
extensively on literary theory and
criticism. His Structuralist Poetics:
Structuralism, Linguistics and the
Study of Literature won the James
Russell Lowell Prize o f 1975. Since
then he has published Ferdinand de
Saussure, The Pursuit of Signs, On
Deconstruction: C riticism and
Theory After Structuralism, Roland
Barthes, and Framing the Sign:
Criticism and Its Institutions.
In “What is a Humanistic
Criticism?” (Bookpress, May 1993),
M.H. Abrams concludes, "Quite
simply, humanistic criticism deals
with a work of literature as written
by a human being, for human beings.

and about human beings and matters
of human concern.” This sounds
unexceptionable and capacious,
though a b it tau to lo g o u s,
pluralistically embracing a wide
range of possible interests and
approaches to literature. But
Professor Abrams seems to have
decided that issues engaging many
recent thinkers who have discussed
language, literature, and writing —
such as Roland Barthes, Jacques
Derrida, Paul de Man, Michel
Foucault, and Jacques I-acan — are
not matters of human interest.
Is Mr. Abrams perhaps working
with too limited a conception of the
human? Citing a remark of Derrida’s
in an interview that his enjoyment in
reading novels, such as it is, comes
from “certain naive moments of
identification” and from “the
pleasure taken in analyzing the play
o f lan g u ag e,” Mr. A bram s
comments, “Fair enough; but of
course to deal with a literary text as
a play of writing,' exclusive of the
story, is to denude the text of its
human dimension.” But what sort
of conception of “the human” is this

if the human dimension is something
that can be taken off or stripped
away like clothing? Anyone can
enjoy a good story and identify with
characters, but a literary critic who
seeks to analyze literature must be
concerned with the textual “body”
that remains behind, "denuded,”
when “the human dimension” is
stripped away. If the text can so
easily be denuded of its human
dimension, that would be a crucial
fact about this strange human
practice we call literature. What is
the use o f a literary criticism
concerned only with the story and
treating as inhuman everything that
makes the poem or novel a work of
literature, rather than, say, a comic
strip with the same plot or a Cliff
Notes outline?
If we accept the division Mr.
Abrams presumes between the
human dimension, which interests
the hum anistic critic, and the
supposedly inhuman dimensions
which many recent critics and
theorists investigate, then the key
question is whether critics waste their
see Human, page 3

Double Trouble
Operation Shyiock: A Confession
Philip Roth
Simon & Schuster, 398pp., $23
Mark Shechner
I wrote not long ago to a friend,
“Philip Roth's new book, Operation
Shyiock, is a reckless, overstated,
improvident, and paranoid book
about Israel, and therefore must he
true.” That needs explaining. I was
not saying that Israeli society or
politics are any more needful of such
treatment than our own. In Israel,
the language of everyday life is more
apocalyptic, yes; life feels more
perilous, sure; it is more propelled
by memory, confounded by suspi
cion, and galvanized by panic, of
course; life is more ideologically
driven perhaps. Otherwise, events
these days, in America and Israel
alike, are touched equally with the
truly crazy, and it has long been
Roth’s method to assimilate the
surreal, hallucinatory, and vaudevillian aspects of this world into his
writing, because that is where a
proper search for the truth begins.
It was not Roth, after all, who
invented the Branch Davidians, the

aimed messianic cult that fought an
entire federal assault force to a
standstill in Waco, Texas, and then
immolated itself (if official reports
are to be believed) when the end
drew nigh. Nor was it Roth who
invented the story that former FBI
Director J. Edgar Hoover was a
transvestite who was once seen at a
party in a black taffeta dress. Or,
that Hoover was a sex snoop who
blackmailed Jack Kennedy into se
lecting Lyndon Johnson for his Vice
President. However, it was Roth
who confessed in an essay on "Writ
ing A m erican F ic tio n ,” that
“[American reality) stupefies, it
sickens, it infuriates, and finally it is
even a kind of embarrassment to
one’s meager imagination. Hie ac
tuality is continually outdoing our
talents, and the culture tosses up
figures almost daily that are the envy
of any novelist.” That observation,
made over thirty years ago, has
grown into Roth’s theme song; he
has devoted his energies to jousting
with the morning headlines, which
"fill us with wonder and awe.” If
America can do that to Roth, what
about Israel?
see Double, page 8
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The Strife Over Humanism
Ted Underwood
Like the word “romantic,” the
word “humanist” means entirely
different things to different people.
Most Americans’ familiarity with it
is probably limited to the phrase
“secular humanist,” which is a way
of making someone who accepts
evolution sound rather frightening.
To students of the Renaissance, the
word means something else entirely.
And recently, in the humanities, it
has acquired a new use yet again, as
a way of describing a large class of
theories and thinkers who share lit
tle, really, besides a belief that there
are such things as human beings,
and a great deal of current disfavor.
On the last day of March, a large
crowd gathered at Cornell to hear
Meyer H. Abrams, professor emeri
tus of English, speak on the question
“What Is a Humanistic Criticism?”
(later excerpted in the May
Bookpress). Since “humanist” is
now less a word than a battleground,
it is a tribute to Abrams’ reputation
as a fair and thoughtful critic, and to
his long and distinguished career in
literary studies, that the audience
included people from all sides of the
debate. Best known for his books
The M irror and the Lamp and
Natural Supernaturalism, Profes
sor Abrams has also collected his
writings on literary theory in Doing
Things with Texts. His contribu
tions to the study of English
Romanticism remain central to the
field.
In his talk, Professor Abrams
criticized a wide range of recent
theoretical schools, most notably
those that draw upon Derrida or
Foucault, setting in contrast to them
what he called the humanist "frame
of reference” for language— which
he hikes to be not something new,
but rather an assumption that can be
traced back at least to classical an
tiquity. This view “posits language
as the medium of a communicative
interaction between human beings.”
Such communicative acts take place
in an “environing world,” and are
only possible because of shared inte rp re ta tiv e p ra c tic e s — m ost
obviously the practices that consti
tute understanding of any given
language, but also, presumably, a
wide range of cultural and pragmatic
practices like pointing, “making a
joke,” and so on—none of which is
necessarily universal.
This is a very minimal claim, as
Abrams was quick to point out.
Essentially it’s just to say that lan
guage is a pragmatic medium of
communicative acts between human
beings. But it's precisely this claim
that is challenged by theorists who
invert the frame o f reference and
position their inquiry, not in the
human world, but in language as
such, or in a text that is taken as
emblematic of the workings of lan
guage. Abrams conceded that this
could be a productive and valuable
strategy of defamiliarization; but
when it becomes a general theory,
he argued, it leaves out of account
too much that is essential to literature
and to human life.
Far from dispensing with hu
man intention, many literary critics
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today are concerned about little else.
Today the fiercest attacks on the
word “humanist” come, not from
the followers of Derrida, but from
feminist, Marxist, and post-colonial
critics who see that word as the
embodiment of a complacent cul
tural style—the style of white men
who imagine themselves at the center
of the world and find it easy to
generalize their experiences as
“universally human.”
Abrams was ready to admit that
die category of the “human” has
been and can be misused, and he
hoped that good humanist criticism
would be distinguished from bad.
Although he didn’t insist on this, he
could also have argued that feminist
and post-colonial discourses are
perfectly compatible with his “hu
manist conception of language.” I’d
like to extend his argument in that
direction. A careful examination of
the history of humanism, I believe,
shows that the hostility diat leftist
academics tend to direct toward the
word is misplaced. It rests not on
any philosophical incompatibility,
but on historical confusion.

To start with, let’s consider
“humanism” only in Abrams’ spe
cific sense. It should be suf ficiently
clear that the idea that language
consists of communicative acts be
tween humans is not going to hamper
anyone’s political goals; if anything,
it should underscore the political
nature of language. The worry is
often that any reference to “humans”
must rely on some covert definition
of what a “human being” essentially
is—but this objection isn’t carefully
thought out. To say that there are
such things as human beings, and
that they have enough in common to
be called human beings, need not
deny the possibility of cultural dif
ference or historical change. We
can and do recognize each other as
humans, after all, without needing a
definition of human nature. What
we need to do politically is not to
pretend that we don’t know what
human beings are, but to recognize
that all human beings (with all their
differences) are human and deserve
respect.
To be fair to critics on the left,
they have other reasons for suspi
cion. The argument isn’t really over
Abrams’ theory of language, or his
minimal reference to the human as
such— which oppositional critics

share, and indeed can’t do with
out—but over the symbolic role of
the word “humanism.” The prob
lem, frankly, is that no one knows
what the word means, because it has
meant so many different tilings in
the course of its history. From the
Renaissance until roughly 1900, the
word "humanist’ meant primarily "a
student of antiquity” or “of the hu
manities.” Occasionally, it was used
to mean "a secularist” or even “a
philanthropist.” But the character
istically modem sense of the word
first appeared in 1903, when F.C.S.
Schiller and (in 1904) William James
used “humanism” to describe the
idea "that it is impossible to strip the
human element out from even our
most abstract theorizing.” This use
of the word is a near-synonym for
“pragm atism .”
Like Abrams,
Schiller and James were aware that
there is no necessary correspond
ence between our words and what
we call “the world”; and for this
reason they tried to model thought
as practical interaction, in order to
defend die useful results of experi
ence against rationally-derived
abstractions that “must” be true. This
sense of “humanism" is close to the
sense Professor Abrams outlined in
his talk, and it works, polemically,
in the same way . essentially to put a
brake on theory. If this were the
only sense of the word, it would be
hard to understand why anyone but
a transcendental philosopher would
object to it. Bui Schiller and James
were followed by a period of about
thirty years of intense controversy,
during which “humanism" passed
from hand to hand, and was used in
a variety of different ways in a vari
ety of different intellectual battles.
To human beings, “humanism"
can mean just about anything. For
Schiller and James, it defined an
emphasis on “human experience” as
opposed to the a priori abstractions
of philosophers. But by 1907 the
word had already been hijacked by
Irving Babbit and turned against the
pragmatists. For Babbitt ano the
American Humanists, "hum an”
meant “human, as opposed to natu
ral,” and he used the word to defend
the necessity of self-restraint against
romantic ideas of spontaneity. If
this use had carried the day, it would
be easier to understand why “hu
m a n is t” is e q u a te d
w ith
“conservative” today. But it defi
nitely did not. Babbitt was attacked
by critics as various as Edmund
W ilson, Allen Tate, and Lewis
Mumford, and his influence rapidly
declined. Since 1930, “humanism”
has resolutely kept to its small “h”—
it has been not a doctrine but the
vaguest of anthropocentric attitudes,
and quite often, in the fifties and
sixties, it meant nothing more than
“secularism.”
Again, if this were the end of the
history, it would be hard to under
stand why “humanism" is now under
attack. But there’s another episode
to consider, which is the philo
so p h ic a l m o v em en t c a lle d
existentialism. Much of the animus
against humanism comes from crit
ics, like Michel Foucault, who may
be reacting more specifically against
existentialism and its influence on
other disciplines. To call existen

tialists “humanists” is not inappro
priate; we have Sartre’s word, after
all, that “Texistentialisme est un
hum anisme." Both Sartre and
Heidegger can reasonably be seen
as versions of James’s 1904 dictum
about the priority of “the human
element" over abstract thinking—
but what they do, paradoxically
enough, is to elaborate this "human
element” into an ontology, a set of
abstract categories of being. Exis
tentialism (in Heidegger at any rate)
is Jamesian humanism taken to its
furthest extreme, so dial it turns into
a new sort of a priori metaphysics.
People who were alive at the
time will have a better grasp of this,
but it’s my guess that much of the
tone of literary studies in the fifties
and early sixties can be attributed to
the influence of existentialism,which
became almost a social movement
in America. Tendencies to senti
mentalize the human condition and
to stress the universality of subjec
tive experience or myth are older
than existentialism, of course, but
popularizations like Barrett’s Irra
tional Man may have helped to make
these tendencies dogma. 1 won’t
stand on the question. In any event,
these are tendencies to be objected
to, and a reader of Doing things with
Texts will discover that Abrams was
among the people who objected to
them at the time—for instance, to
over-reliance on "archetypes" in
criticism. But it’s a historical mis
take to turn an objection to these
excesses into a general attack on
“humanism," when that word (as
we’ve seen) also encompasses all
sorts of other, earlier ideas.
Most of the contemporary use
of “humanism" as a pejorative
smear-word occurs in passing, so
that it’s hard to say exactly what the
term is imagined to mean. Occa
sionally, though, you get a definition,
for instance when William Spanos,
writing in the fnst issue of Cultural
Critique, claims that "humanism is
a logocentrism that precipitates a
binary logic—Being/time, Identity/
difference. Order/chaos, etc,— in
which the first term is not simply
privileged over the second, but is

endowed with die power and au
thority to colonize the second.” If I
may appropriate a bit of rhetoric, I’d
like to ask, whose humanism? I hope
the history I've traced makes it suf
ficiently clear that there is no single
movement with a claim to that word;
the philosophers with the best claim
to it, Schiller and James, are entirely
ignored by Spanos, perhaps because
they would valorize the second terms
of his supposed oppositions—that is
to say, time, difference and chaos.
Instead he focuses on cultural con
servatives like Arnold and Babbitt,
who make easy targets but have less
to do with the history of the idea than
he thinks. Nor does Spanos con
sid er the way "hum anism "
functioned polemically in literary
studies, which was often (alter the
thirties) to justify an attack on the
radically objective aesthetic of po
ets like Rilke and Jeffers, and on the
whole idea of autotelic art. (See for
instance Abrams' essay "Art-as
Such; The Sociology of Modem
Aesthetics,” in Doing Things with
Texts )
In short Spanos doesn’t analyze
the actual content of "humanism,"
or trace its history, at all. He's
interested—and this is characteris
tic of the way the word is used—in
the politics of style, and particularly,
in attacking cultural conservatives.
"Humanism" comes to hand as a
convenient way of lunping people
like Matthew Arnold and Lionel
Trilling together with a lot of other
older critics, ignoring the disputes
that actually divided them, and dis
closing “this humanistic network as
a socio-political ideology, an
Apollonian investment in hegemonic
power."
If the political claim lierc is that
the white (but no means all Protes
tant) men who taught and criticized
literature in America and England in
the earlier part of this century shared
many o f their societies’ sexist as
sumptions and were complied in
their countries' colonial projects,
that's certainly true. It’s true, also,
of most of the other men and women
who were living at the time. If the
see Strife, page 13
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Human Limits
continued from page I
time attending to these inhuman
aspects. Now obviously there arc
many components, such as meter
and rhyme in poems, which are
inhuman in Abrams’ sense and which
readers may not think about at all.
wliile still experiencing their effects.
Critics differ from readers, though,
in dial diey investigate how literature
works, both in particular cases and
in general, and for this they must
attend to formal structures and to the
play of language in its various
"inhuman" guises. Criticism most
honors the audiors of literary' works,
one might argue, by reading them
carefully with attention to every
aspect of the workings of language
and its patterning. Responding to
the rhetoric of self-proclaim ed
“hum anistic critics," B arbara
Jo h n so n o nce w rote that
"deconstruction is a reading strategy
that carefully follows both the
meanings and the suspensions and
displacements of meaning in a text,
while humanism is a strategy to stop
readmg when the text stops saying
what it ought to have said" The way
to honor authors and their texts is not
just to follow the story of “characters
recognizably like ourselves" and to
close our minds to anything else that
conflicts with this perspective; it is
to engage with the non-meaningful
levels of language and with oddities
of language Uiat do not advance the
story or enhance character but make
the literary work singular and
distinctive. If Mr. Abrams tells us
nothing about humanistic literary
criticism beyond the definition 1
quoted above, it may be because any
criticism sufficiently interesting to
be cited would in fact have engaged
the play of language.
Only by attending to the
“inhuman" in literature can we
understand the human, for what
literature enables us to identify as
the human emerges through non
human structures and processes. Ihis
is not ju st som ething that
theoretically oriented critics tell us
but som ething that literature
constantly shows us — even die
literature of writers who may seem
m o st
“ u n t h e o r e t ic a l ”
or
“humanistic.” If Mr. Abrams had
discussed a literary example, he
would doubtless have presented a
more complex situation than abstract
claims about die human and the
inhuman in literature delineate, so
let us take a case that can be discussed
in brief compass.
To see how the human and
inhuman dimensions of a work tire
related, consider a suprem ely
economical poem by that most downto-earth New England poet Robert
Frost.
The Secret Sits
We dunce round in a ring and
suppose.
But the Secret sits in the middle and
knows.
Brief though it is, this poem
addresses matters of human interest;
it offers a wry or even sardonic view
of human activity and raises Lire
question of whether dancing around
in a ring is a dismaying figure for the
human condition or whether there is
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the suggestion o f a happy cases, and the mechanical shifting
community. But the poem does of the noun secret from the usual
something other than describe “us" place of the object (“X knows the
as dancing and supposing: it speaks secret") to the place of the subject
of “the Secret" as well. If readers (“the Secret...knows") produces this
choose to reflect on the poem at all, Secret that knows, a secret widiout
they need to take an interest in the depth, we might say, since it is not
second line. The rhyme suppose/ something we can investigate or
know s em phasizes parallelism leani more about. Frost places this
between the two lines and makes the empty fictional knower in the middle
value ascribed to dancing and of the human activity circling around
supposing depend upon the it, and the poem’s tide, which isolates
opposition with sitting and knowing. and thrusts forward
We might expect human supposing th e
s tr a n g e s t
to contrast with, say, G od’s com bination of
omniscience, but instead of a God words in die poem,
who knows all secrets, here we find the a llite ra tin g
"the Secret" that simply knows. “ S e c re t
s its ,”
Ordinarily a secret is something em p h asizes the
people may know or not know, but centrality, for die
Frost makes it into that which knows: poem, of the in
the object of know is rhetorically human operations
shifted into the place of die subject gathered in this
which knows. A critic reflecting on figure.
the poem needs to puzzle over the
T here is a
effects anil die import of this strange difference between
transformation, for dm 11011-human the
so m e w h a t
figure, the Secret that sits in the mysterious use of
middle ;uid knows, stands out as the an inhuman char
most singular, conspicuous, and a c te r and the
estranging element of the poem
m echanical o p 
Frost’s poem, which turns on erations of rhetoric
die contrast between mere human th at
tra n sp o se
supposing and a noil-hum an words, capitalize
knowing, puts a secret into die place nouns, and arrange
of die knower To make the statement words and phrases
about know ing, it supposes so dial readers will
something that knows, ;uid it thus com-pare diem. But
exposes the dependency of its it is tempting to take
assertion about knowledge on a a phrase like “the
rhetorical operation, a fictive Secret sits" as the
supposing. If we ask, further, sort ot dung dial is
whether diis text itself is an instance m o s t distinctive
of knowing or of supposing, we find about literature.
ourselves in difficulty: the poem Through die ages
certainly sounds knowing, as it literature has shown
gnomically asserts that "we" dance how operations of
while the Secret sits, The pixim seems language can pro
to escape or transcend the limitations voke thought and illum inate
of those who can only suppose rather experience in oblique but powerful
than know But since to contrast ways. The simplest, most obvious
supposing and knowing it supposes forms of diis rhetorical play are such
a knower, the Secret — since, that is dungs as the capitalizadon of nouns,
to say, it becomes knowing only by as in Secret, which suddenly creates
supposing the Secret said to know actors in non-human dramas, or the
— it complicates the distinction positing o f strange non-human
between human supposing and agents (think of the "little horse,"
inhuman knowing on which it who “must think it queer," in Frost’s
“Stopping by Woods on a Snowy
depends.
Now there are several points livening"). Literature, even realistic
pertinent to Mr. Abrams’ discussion novels, is lull of such odd figures as
that emerge from this crafty little the Secret who sits or the horse who
thinks it queer, and it is perhaps
poem.
more pertinently defined by such
1)
First, though there is perhaps
a sense in which the human figures than by “characters
dimension (say. die interpretation of recognizable like ourselves," which
die first line as a claim about the can be found anywhere. But if we
circularity of human activity) can be incline toward such an account of
stripped away, leaving a play of literature, we should bear in mind
language that intriguingly remains that these non-human agents are only
and remains intriguing, what the the most visible examples of
poem may finally have to say about structures produced by operations
human activity depends on the of language.
Literary works participate in a
inhuman — specifically, on two
different forms of die inhuman. First, double movement, on die one hand
human supposing is characterized demonstrating what die inhuman
by die contrast with an inhuman but play of language can suggest about
not divine knowing (the fact dial it’s the human condition, and on the
the Secret that sits and knows, rather other showing how the inhuman play
than God, decisively affects what of language produces a world we
the poem may be saying about human experience as human (a simple
supposing). Second, diere are die example would be how the fact that
impersonal or inhuman rhetorical “I" and “eye" sound the same
processes which m echanically generates what has come to seem a
produce this contrast: the rhyme and most intimate connection, or how
m eter enforce the parallelism the grammatical requirement that
between die human and inhuman we know someone’s gender in order

take the human as a given, whereas
the main effect of die critiques of
traditional humanism, whose more
sloganeering moments he cites, has
been to contest the nodon that there
is such a thing as "the human" or
“humanity," or at least to trouble the
easy positing of a universal "we.”
Michel Foucault suggests, in a
formulation Mr. Abrams cites, that
“m an" has been an object of
knowledge for several centuries but
that this figure is the
p ro d u c t
of
a
particular config
uration of know
ledge and w ill
disappear as that
configuration
changes. The claim
is that our d is
courses of know
ledge no longer take
universal “man” as a
p rim ary o b ject:
biology, molecular
biology, and bio
c h e m is try ,
fo r
instance, look at
processes and ele
ments that are not
p eculiar to this
species, and social,
political, and cul
tu ral d iscip lin es
increasingly focus
not on “man” but on
men and women in
different times and
conditions, no longer
p re su m in g
th at
know ledge seeks
above all what
people everywhere
have in common.
This shift in thinking
has been prompted
Jonathan Culler
in part by the
If one accepts, as I have done so far, recognition that frequently in the
Mr. Abrams' distinction between the past the humanistic focus on “man”
human world of "characters like has taken the attributes and concerns
ourselves" and the inhuman world of a dominant group as universal, or
of language and theory, it is hard not at least as the norm. In general, the
to conclude that the inhuman is a presumpdon of the diverse thinkers
matter of great interest — even Mr. Abrams brings together under
the banner of “and-humanism” has
human interest.
been that an understanding of the
2)
Second, returning to “The
Secret Sits,” the fact that the subject activides of hunuin beings requires
of the second line, die Secret that a critique of traditional humanism
sits and knows, is posited or supposed and the conception of “man.”
Literary works, with their
by the poem might lead readers to
think about die status of the subject staging of singular adventures which
of the first line, “We." So far, I have readers are invited to take as
written as if the meaning of “We” generally significant, have, of
could be taken for granted — as if it course, encouraged the positing of a
naturally meant “mankind” or universal we, and literary criticism
“humanity." A reader may take it has made the movement from the
dial way, of course, and humanistic singular case (Hamlet, Prince of
literary criticism has certainly Denmark) to flic universal (man in
encouraged this, l he rule of diumb general) the basic trajectory of
has been: unless diere are reasons to interpretation; but as in the case of
the contrary, assume a universal “ Hie Secret Sits,” works of literature
humanity. But die fact dial ultimately sim u ltan eo u sly ex pose this
the "w e” is n ’t described or extrapoladon as an imposidon which
characterized any more than “the an interpreter would have to jusdfy.
Secret" is might make us wonder In holding itself up to view as it
whedier it isn’t also the product of a makes a secret into the supreme
supposing; whether the imagining knower, Frost's poem in effect warns
of a universal “we” dial dances that the subjects of these verbs may
around in a ring isn't similar to well have been constructed, and that
positing a Secret dial sits and knows, readers construct a content for “We”
in dial both are rhetorical operadons at their own risk.
3)
F in ally , Mr. Abram s
of ficdonal positing.
Mr. Abrams’ definition of a complains that contemporary cridcs
humanisUc cridcism that interprets "dispense with operadve reference"
works as about human beings and to authors as purposive agents and
see Human, page 13
matters of human concern seems to

to refer to him or her with a thirdperson pronoun makes a gender an
unavoidable category in dealing with
others). Perhaps the real subject of
literature is the tension between these
two possibilides — that the play of
language works to reveal aspects of
die world to us and that it works to
produce die world it seems to reveal.
But in either case, the insight into
the human is inextricable from the
inhuman forces literature deploys.
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E-Mail Doux
Love <Enter>
Paul Kafka
Houghton Mifflin, 326pp., $19.95
Heather C. W hite
Ah, Paris. What better place for
college-age, financially stable, welleducated Americans to spend time
drinking wine and falling in love
with one another? It has all the
makings of an elite good time: the
weather is nice, the culture is high,
and one comes home speaking
French. Paul Kafka’s first novel
Love <Enter> centers on four young
people having their unforgettable
year in Paris. Actually, the story is
narrated by one of the characters,
Dan, five years after the fact. In
France, Dan was a pre-med just out
of college, living with Beck, also a
pre-med, learning French, working
at a hospital, and studying for the
M C A Ts. Beck was a wunderkind
from Yale with a wealthy, generous
family, the ability to remember
everything he read, and a lot of
charisma. In contrast, Dan was an
average student, short of money,
and shy. They were both artistic;
Beck played the trombone and Dan
studied modem dance. Their best
friends were Bou and Margot, a
lesbian couple spending their junior
year (from Yale) abroad. Margot
was a psychology student and a
saxophone player, and the emotional
base on which Bou, and later, Dan,
rested. Her lover Bou was a tall,
mercurial actress. The four friends
shared their interest in the arts and
the experience of being away from
home. They cooked together, went
on vacations together, played music
together, and, inevitably, slept
togelher.
Several pages of a letter from
Dan to Bou begin the novel. He is
writing to her in 1992 from New
Orleans, where he is finishing
medical school and working as an
Ob-Gyn. The letter will be sent to
her via electronic mail, and will be
the first communication he has had
with her since he left Paris five years
earlier. Dan accumulates sections
of it gradually in an ongoing file
called “Bou.Doc” and subsequently

w rites a “B eck.D oc” and a affair between Dan and Bou is bound
“Margot.Doc” as well. The first to be transitory. She believes Bou
third of the book alternates between simply wants to know what heterosex
passages from the three Doc’s and is all about, and will come back to
narrative set in Paris. Because of his Margot once she knows. Aware of
job, Dan’s letters are filled with what Dan and Bou are doing from
babies being bom, as he tells in each the beginning, she early on reconciles
installment of the letter about his herself to waiting it out. In fact, her
days at the hospital and the various chief concern is that Dan not feel too
births he attends; a cesarean section bad about the whole thing. As an
which Dan describes for Bou in detail irritated Beck points out to Dan at
one
p o in t,
opens the story.
M argot b e 
The birth de
lieves that it is
scriptions are
possible for
some of the
two people to
best passages
in the book in
be so intimate
their ten d er
that they no
lo n g er d isness and vivid
t in g ui sh
1 a n gu ag e.
betw een one
They provide a
another’s
counterpoint of
pleasure. In
maturity to the
this way she
tale through
continues to
which they are
live with Bou,
dispersed. As
Photograph: Undo Krikorian sharing hcr
Dan reminisces
Paul Kafka
daily routine as
about his first
love, his life fills up with adult love well as her emotional life, and they
continue to talk about having
in the form of babies.
In France, Dan’s four-way children at the same time someday.
friendship with Beck, Bou, and Beck, meanwhile, is impatient with
Margot begins to disintegrate when all three of them: with Dan for hurting
he falls in love with Bou, and Bou, Margot, with Margot for taking it
acting on less certain motives, begins without anger, and with Bou for
to sleep with Dan. A persistent starting the affair and dooming their
theme in Dan’s explanations to friendship as a foursome. The end
himself of why he is sleeping with of the story is devastating to Dan
Bou, who is still living with Margot, when it comes. Despite all of their
who still loves Bou, is that he is elaborate plans to stay together,
really in love with both of them. He perhaps even live together, in the
feels himself in love with Bou and US, he and Bou break up when she
Margot as a pair, and continues to leaves France at the end o f the
consider Margot his best friend, even summer, and she and Margot get
as he increasingly wants Bou to back together. Beck moves out of
himself. Margot and Bou have been the apartment he shares with Dan
living together as lovers for several when Dan discovers that he and Bou
years when they meet Dan and Beck. have also slept together, leaving Dan
As Dan later finds out, Bou has to spend another year in Paris having
never had a lover besides Margot, lost all three friends. Several years
and is curious to know what sex with later, as a medical student in New
a man is like. Dan and Bou get Orleans, he is still feeling the loss.
together when she and Margot are In an effort to understand what
having a bad time and not sleeping happened to him and, perhaps, to
together for a while. She tells Dan explain himself to his friendr , he
she wants to be with him, and the begins writing the three electronic
love triangle gets underway in mail letters that are the novel’s
skeleton.
earnest.
Something about the novel
From Margot’s perspective, the

m akes one feel churlish for
criticizing it A few of the adjectives
from its jacket blurbs include
“ e n c h a n t i n g ,”
“ w in n in g ,”
“bittersw eet,” and “engaging,”
descriptive terms which, whether or
not one agrees with them, indicate
the rather modest claims the novel
makes on the reader’s attention. Love
<Enter> has no ambition beyond
telling the story of a young man who
has never been in love before, falling
in love and struggling to cope with a
com plicated situ atio n
The
promotional materials for the book
include an interview with Paul
Kafka, who has a Ph D. in English
literature and teaches creative
writing, in which he says that he
envisions his ideal reader as a young
college student, first learning to write
fiction. The story' is certainly a
college fantasy, involving attractive,
talented. Ivy League-educated
protagonists. (One might wonder in
passing why college-age lesbians,
when they show up in novels, tend to
come from Yale.) First love is a
subject most people can identify
with, especially those who may be
going through it themselves. As
such a fantasy, the book is well and
believably constructed. Bou seems
like an engaging person, Dan like a
nice guy who would be a little awed
by both her and Paris, and their
friends Beck and Margot provide
novelistically sensible foils for each.
It is the story’s stylistics rather
than its subject matter which makes
the book seem so slight when the
reader finishes it.
The first
idiosyncrasy which tends to become
wearisome is the novel’s secondperson address. Dan, in both his
older and younger incarnations,
narrates events to whichever friend
will be the recipient of whichever
letter he is writing. Thus Bou,
Margot, and Beck each become the
“ you” to whom Dan refers
throughout. This can be a little
confusing, and seems a little forced.
The second jarring element stems
from the author’s talent at coming
up with bon mots. Kafka seems bent
on including the maximum amount
of cleverness in his novel. Toward
this end he furnishes the plot with a

number of clever vehicles. Among
the most prominent are the electronic
letter installments themselves, which
work well. They allow Kafka to
write in the voice of an older, more
professionally absorbed Dan, and to
create an unobtrusive double plot
line as Dan forges a new love-life
while reflecting on his old one. The
maternity ward is a font of good
anecdotes, and the older Dan relates
them with an ear for their pathos as
well as their ironies, in a way the
younger Dan could not have. In the
context o f these letters, D an’s
frequent quips seem a natural habit
in a person who enjoys and takes his
work seriously. In the sections of
the novel set in Paris, however,
Kafka's penchant tor witty dialogue
becomes a problem.
It is not that Kafka can’t be
funny; he is good at creating
characters and situations which
generate weirdly translated dialogue.
For example, one of Dan’s good
friends is an Italian dancer named
Paola. She first enters the story as
she and Dan are talking at a bus stop:
“You need not be anxious,"
Paola told me at the bus stop. “ You
will be o f sufficient quality. ”
“I'm not concerned. 1 am a
man. and modern dance is my
preferred form. ”
She spoke her form al French
translated from Italian. I translated
this into English in my mind, thought
o f an answer in English, and then
outputed it to her in French, so that
she could start processing it back
into Italian. The result o f all this
was a satellite time-lag in our
communication that made me feel
precise and logical, and at the same
time as i f both o f us had a mild
cognitive impairment.
“Do not overestim ate your
o p p o r tu n ity , ” P a o la said.
“Catherine anticipates a humble
posture. ”
Paola and Dan spend a lot of time
talking about their love troubles in
their stilted way, and their
eonversations are usually funny, but
Paola never becomes more than an
see E-Mail, page 16

The Bookery Spring/Summer lecture series continues Sundays at 4 p.m. in the new lecture space in Bookery II.

July 11

June 13
Diana Abu-Jaber

Robert Schichler

will read from her new novel Arabian
Ja zz, a warm , hum orous, and
poignant story about a Jordanian
family living in upstate New York.
Abu-Jaber teaches literature and
creative writing at the University of
Oregon in Eugene.

assistant professor of English at
Arkansas State University will read
from his novel King of the Once Wild
Frontier: Reflections o f a Canal Walker.
Although generally fiction al, the
humorous story is drawn largely from
Schichler's own experiences as a
watchman on the banks of the Erie
Canal in the 1970s.

Photograph: Eric Feinblatt
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Remembering to Forget
Stan Sanvel Rubin and
Anthony Piccione

Singapore, with all this luggage—I I w'as writing that poem. I really
feel deeply attached to that.
felt—this is very personal now— I
was so full of craving. I was just so
SR: The title poem, “The City in full of craving and longing. I would
Which I Love You,” is almost 200 wander around looking for tlie center
lines, generally in five-line stanzas. of my beloved, wondering, you
It's a tremendous poem, one of know—there she was asleep in bed,
several long poems in the collection but where is she? I mean, really
that leave me really breathless and where is she? I couldn't locate it. I
silent. 1 wonder about composing was just going crazy, hungry,
such a poem. It is a phantasmagoria, waiting. And a lot of the poems, I
in a sense, of all of the cities of the think, are about hunger too.
20th century, the bombed-out cities,
the prisoners, the tortured, all the SR: Yes. Hunger and food are
exiles— you expand your own important in these poems. But in the
personal situation or history into the process of writing this one poem—
communal. How did this dream/ I gather you found yourself writing
nightmare come to you, and in the it over three years— how did it end
up having these five-line stanzas?
guise of a love poem?
How did it achieve its form?

Li-Young Lee was bom in 1957
in Jakarta, Indonesia, o f Chinese
parents. In China, his father served
as personal physician to Mao TseTung. After spending a year as a
political prisoner in President
Sukarno’s jails in Indonesia, he fled
with his fam ily in 1959 and they
traveled to Hong Kong, Macau, and
Japan before arriving in America.
Lee's first collection o f poetry, Rose
was published in 1986 by BOA
Editions, and received the Delmore
Schwartz Award fo r the best first
collection o f that year. His second
collection. The City in
LYL:
I think what
Which I Love You, was
happened was that in some
the 1990 Lamont selection
of the sections 1 wrote—the
fro m the Academ y o f
poem did come in long
American poets. He was
lines— I began to notice
featured in Bill M oyers’
clusters of around five lines.
“Power o f the W ord”
That was a hint to me, and
series on PBS, and his
I began to kx>k to see if dial
a u to b i o g r a p h y
is
could occur in other places.
forthcoming from Simon
So, in a way, the poem gave
and Schuster.
The
me the clue to its own form.
fo llo w in g are b r ie f
excerpts fro m a 1991
SR: In such an intense
interview by Stan Sanvel
process, do you do much
Rubin. Director o f the
revising, cutting, excising?
Brockport Writers Forum,
and Anthony Piccione.
LYL: During most of the
poet and Professor o f
three years I was cutting
E n g lis h
at
SU N Y
and revising— I’m still
Brockport.
working on it. It was
Lee and Piccione will
originally about forty pages
co n d u ct the p o e try
long, I guess, and I cut it
workshop at the 12th
down to seven. It still wants
Brockport Writers Forum
to be longer, and then
Summer Workshops, to be
shorter, and 1 don't know...
held July 5-10 on the Wells
College campus, Aurora,
l'liolo%raph: Arthur l urst It feels ragged to me.
Li-Young Lee
NY. For information,
contact The Writers Forum, English LYL: 1 started out to write a love AP: You said something before that
Department, SUNY Brockport, NY poem. 1 thought the whole time that I'm going to add to my definition of
that's what I was writing. 1 think poet. It must be that any poet, good
14420.
there is a kind of love for a specific or bad, must be called a “craver.” It
other which becomes so intense that is that need which causes you to
SR: Your new book. The City in it transforms itself into a love for the notice and give attention to anything.
Which I Love You, has five sections, greater other, the other in each and
which seem to trace a movement every one of us, So I thought that I LYL: It seems to me desire and
away from the dominant father figure was writing a poem of sexual longing longing and craving and hunger—
of your previous book. Rose. Did and desire, and I guess it began to be without them there's no urgency or
you fee! that you were moving to an something else. I was, in fact, impetus.
assertion of a newer identity?
wandering around a lot in Chicago,
you know, just walking through the SR: When you were talking about
becoming an American, you said
LYL: When I was organizing The ruined neighborhoods.
you were alienated and hadn’t fully
City, I felt a kind of grief, as if while
I was moving away from the figure SR: Were you surprised at this realized it. Would you speak a bit
of the father, I was also moving darker im agery, this alm ost more about this alienation?
away from the last evidence of a hallucinatory imagery, of 20thLYL: One o f the things I'm
certain kind of life that I would never century political history?
beginning to discover is that this
see again— the life of the refugee
and the immigrant. I seem to have to LYL: 1 was surprised. And in the alienation is not all bad. 1 think
work hard to stop feeling like a poem I keep saying, “I’m not that finally it’s a gift in a way, my
refugee. Of course, part of me wants woman and I’m not that man,” you otherness, though I have spent years
to become assimilated, an American, know, it seemed to me it would be a being pained and anxious about it.
and at home—I want to feel at home kind o f crim inal act of the It’s not a sweet gift necessarily, but
here in this continent. And as I took imagination if 1 said “I can identify it is true. And as long as it’s true, I
leave of the father figure, part of me with all these people; I know exactly don’t want to reduce it or enlarge it.
realized that what I’m putting away what they’re going through.” I It is something; it isn’t hollow..., I
is this vestige of a refugee and witnessed that as a child—the man may not know any of this— I’m
immigrant life, which has to do, of lying there, and the woman fanning guessing that it has to do with the
course, with old coats and rotting his face, and now, I realize that, in a way I sit inside my body. That
shoes and books falling apart and way, the greatest act of love is to growing up, looking like the other
old luggage, so that, in a way. I’m give them their absolute otherness trapped inside this body, I was treated
moving into a life that I don’t really from me. I'd give it to them, give like the other. So I began to feel like
recognize. Although I am, I think, them their dignity I mean. I don’t the foreigner, the alien.
ostensibly very American and want to go in there and muddle it up
assimilated, there’s something deep and say “I’m just like them.”
iaside of me, a boy deep inside of me
...There’s a kind of dumbness, I
still wandering around with his guess, about me. I feel sometimes
father, you know, in Macau and like a dumb animal, especially when
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A Story
Sud is the man who is asked for a story
and can't come up with one.
His five-year-old son waits in his lap.
Not the same story, Baba. A new one.
The man rubs his chin, scratches his ear.
In a room full of books in a world
of stories, he can recall
not one, and soon, he thinks, the boy
will give up on his father.
Already the man lives far ahead, he sees
the day this boy will go. Don't go!
Hear the alligator story! The angel story once more!
You love the spider story. You laugh at the spider.
Let me tell it!
But the boy is packing his shirts,
he is looking for his keys. Are you a god,
the man screams, that I sit mute before you?
Am 1 a god that I should never disappoint?
But the boy is here. Please, Baba, a story?
It is an emotional rather than logical equation,
an earthly rather than heavenly one,
which posits that a boy's supplications
and a father's love add up to silence.
M y Father, in Heaven, is Reading Out Loud
M y father, in heaven, is reading out loud
to himself Psalms or news. Now he ponders what
he's read. No. He is listening for the sound
of children in the yard. Was that laughing
or crying? So much depends upon the
answer, for either he will go on reading,
or he'll run to save a child's day from grief.
As it is in heaven, so it was on earth.
Because my father walked the earth with a grave,
determined rhythm, my shoulders ached
from his gaze. Because my father's shoulders
ached from the pulling of oars, my life now moves
with a powerful back-and-forth rhythm:
nostaglia, speculation. Because he
made me recite a book a month, I forget
everything as soon as I read it. And knowledge
never comes but while I'm mid-stride a flight
of stairs, or lost a moment on some avenue.
A remarkable disappointment to him,
I am like anyone who arrives late
in the millennium and is unable
to stay to the end of days. The world's
beginnings are obscure to me, its outcomes
inaccessible. I don't understand
the source of starlight, or starlight's destinations.
And already another year slides out
of balance. But I don't disparage scholars;
my father was one and I loved him,
who packed his books once, and all of our belongings,
then sat down to await instruction
from his god, yes, but also from a radio.
At the doorway, I watched, and I suddenly
knew he was one like me, who got my learning
under a lintel; he was one of the powerless,
to whom knowledge came while he sat among
suitcases, boxes, old newspapers, string.
He did not decide peace or war, home or exile,
escape by land or escape by sea.
He waited merely, as always someone
waits, far, near, here, hereafter, to find out:
is it praise or lament hidden in the next moment?
from The City in Which I Love You
BOA Editions (1990)
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Crossing Disputed Borders
continued from page 1
to the south end of the square, I see
at the far end of the mall, right next
to the cathedral, two RUC police
men enter the pedestrian area. Their
bulky flak jackets don’t sit right with
the image o f local-constables-walking-their-beat I am trying to entertain,
but what follows seizes my com
plete attention.
A platoon of British paratroop
ers enters the mall, and immediately
divides into two squads which move
out along the walls and shops of the
square. They are armed full metal
jacket, and the long stems of their
automatic weapons keep sweeping
the mall and opposite walls as they
move, backs to the wall, from
doorway to doorway, shop to shop.
The soldiers are clearly apprehen
sive, as if they expect to be fired
upon at any moment. In their cam
ouflage uniforms and plastic-visored
helmets, they trigger images of very
young and very wary M arines
stalking a Viet Cong village, but
there isn’t a thatched-roof hut in
sight. Instead, the sun continues to
shine on the Moume mountains on
the one side of the border and on the
Cooley mountains on the other; the
bells of Colman Cathedral keep
ringing; and the churchgoers of
Newry continue to cross the square
to the source of the sound.
And then it happens: the parish
ioners and the paratroopers pass
through one another, as if the other
group doesn’t exist. Two versions
of reality meet, permeate, and pass,
each intensely aware of the other;
but neither offers so much as a glance
of acknowledgement. I am trans
fixed, trying to make sense of this
impossible scenario as the two squads
fan out on either side of me. But Lily,
my cousin who has accompanied me
to Newry on both my visits, comes
out to the center of the square and
takes me by my arm back to the car.
As she later explains, if someone
had dropped a light bulb, or for that
matter a ping-pong ball, on the
sidewalk, I would have been caught
in the hair-trigger crossfire of the
jittery paratroopers.

2
The Field Day Theatre Com
pany was founded in 1980 by the
playw right Brian Friel, whose
Dancing at Lughnasa won the 1991

Olivier in England and the 1992 Tony
in America for Best Play, and the
actor Stephen Rea, one of this year’s
Oscar nominees for Best Actor (“The
Crying Game”). Within a year of
founding the company, Friel and
Rea expanded the Board of Directors
of Field Day to include the poets
Seamus Heaney, Tom Paulin, and
Seamus Deane, and the musician
David Hammond. These original six
directors, as it happens, divide neatly
into three from Catholic backgrounds
and three from Protestant, but, more
significantly, as a group they consti
tute an extraordinary concentration
of Irish artistic and imaginative force.
By 1980 Friel was already recognized
as the leading dramatist of Ireland,
and Heaney, since the publication of
North in 1975, has, at least in the
eyes of American readers, been the
outstanding Irish poet of his genera
tion. As a group they consciously set
out to examine, if not to exorcise, in
their various art forms the turmoil at
the core of their culture. All of the
original directors are from the North,
and the company has since its incep
tion been based in Derry, Northern
Ireland. For Irish drama, Field Day
Theatre has posed an alternative and
a challenge to the established theat
rical centers of Dublin and London.
Even more impressively, it has,
between 1980 and 1992, staged and
toured twelve plays, a number of
which were adaptations of Russian,
French, and Greek drama translated
specifically for Field Day production
by its directors; published Sweeney
Astray (1983), Seamus Heaney’s
translation of the medieval Irish nar
rative, Buile Suibhne; published four
sets of pamphlets (1983-86) con
taining political and cultural criticism
by leading Irish critics, north and
south, and a fifth (1988) containing
essays on Ireland by distinguished
American and British literary theo
reticians (Frederick Jameson, Terry
Eagleton, and Edward Said); pub
lished Revising the Rising (1991), an
anthology of essays by prominent
Irish historians and critics, north and
south, reevaluating Ireland’s under
standing of its own revolution; and
sponsored, organized, and published
the massive Field Day Anthology o f
Irish Writing (1991), a three-vol
ume, 4000-page compilation of Irish
literature in Latin, Irish, and English
from 500 to 1990. Any evaluation
of contemporary Irish literature, or
for that matter Irish literature in the

matter what any politician, govern
ment, religious organization, or
peace group has tried to initiate or
20th century, must acknowledge the implement over the past 25 years,
importance and the impact of this the violence and tension not only
group.
endure but unfortunately have come
to constitute, as I discovered cross
t is impossible to approach the ing Newry Square, the normal state
work of the Field Day project of affairs in Northern Ireland. The
without some understanding of origin of this normalcy, however,
goes back over 400 years, and the
the social, political, and even his
torical context within which these history of those centuries is etched
artists operate In a preface to a 1985 in the mind of every Irish citizen,
collection of Field Day pamphlets north and south.
As a result of several Irish re
which were published earlier in
separate groupings, the directors bellions in the 16th century. Queen
state their collective political and Elizabeth introduced to Ireland a
plantation policy in which the Crown
artistic manifesto:
confiscated Irish and Anglo-Irish
In brief all the directors felt that the lands and turned them over to Eng
political crisis in the North and its lish settlers whose loyalty was
reverberations in the Republic had assured. In Ulster, however, fol
made the necessity o f a reappraisal lowing the English defeat of Hugh
o f Ireland’s political and cultural O’Neill, Earl of Tyrone, at Kinsale
situation explicit and urgent. All o f (1601) and his subsequent flight to
the directors are northerners. They the Continent, this policy became
believed that Field Day could and one of demographic domination, a
should contribute to the solution o f final solution of sorts to Irish insur
the present crisis by producing rection. The English Crown, under
analyses o f the established opin James I, massively displaced the
ions, myths, and stereotypes which Irish inhabitants of the northeast
had become both a symptom and a region and brought in Scottish and
cause o f the current situation. The English settlers, thereby substan
collapse o f constitutional and politi tially altering the political and
cal a rra n g em e n ts and the religious character of the region.
recrudescence o f the violence which Later in the century, when William
they had been designed to repress or ID of Orange defeated the Irish forces
contain, made this a more urgent allied with the exiled Catholic King
requirement in the North than in the James II at the Battle of the Boyne in
Republic, even though the improb 1690, the Protestant character of
ability o f either surviving in its Ulster w'as sealed.
Irish Nationalists today are
present form seemed clear in 1980
quick
to point to parallels, and their
and is clearer still in 1985.
consequences, in Israeli tactics of
The Irish audience of Field Day, raising settlements in the Arab O c
north and south, knew instantly the cupied Territories or, for that matter,
nuances of the “political and cul the current campaigns of “ethnic
tural situation” being referred to. cleansing” which are metastasizing
Moreover, the urgency of the politi throughout former Yugoslavia. On
cal crisis, the daily sectarian terror, the other hand, following the same
and the somewhat apocalyptic note logic, one also notes that the Prot
upon which the manifesto concludes estant settlers have lived in Northern
virtually guaranteed that Field Day’s Ireland—and been part of die history
activities, theatrical and otherwise, o f that country—considerably
would be seen within Ireland as par longer than white Europeans, now
called Americans, have occupied
tisan to some degree.
On this side of the ocean, how the usurped lands of dispossessed
ever, to judge from the dismay and Native Americans.
Despite a number of rebellions
puzzlement with which the events
of Northern Ireland are reported to or “risings” throughout Ireland over
the American public— usually on the next 200 years, the question of
page 19 of the New York Times or political separation from England
well into the evening news—even or within the island did not arise
Irish-Americans have only a blurred until the latter part of the 19th cen
or fragmented understanding of the tury. William Gladstone, the British
conflict. More dismaying (and per Prime Minister, opened discussions
haps the chief reason for the aversion of Home Rule in 1886, but such
these events engender) is that no proposals alarmed Protestant Ulster
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which feared domination by the
Catholic majority in the south. The
situation continued to worsen until
World War I, which placed a tempo
rary hold on animosities. The 1916
Easter Rising in Dublin, however,
along with the British Army’s sum
mary execution of its leaders, all but
guaranteed that both rebellion and
civil war were inevitable unless some
form of independence was granted
at the end of World War I. The
British Government attempted to
solve the problem with the Govern
ment of Ireland Act (1920) which
enacted Home Rule separately for
the two parts of Ireland. The six
counties of Protestant Ulster thus
became the British province of
Northern Ireland (Great Britain is
still officially the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ire
land), but the Irish Free State (now
the Republic of Ireland), established
in the remaining twenty-six coun
ties of Ireland in 1922, refused to
recognize either the validity or the
finality of the partition.
espite interm ittent out
breaks of violence and
discontent, the government
of Northern Ireland remained rela
tively stable until the late 1960s,
when the Catholic minority in the
North organized protests against
economic and political discrimina
tion (gerrymandering and property
qualifications for voting had all but
precluded Catholics— about onethird o f the population— from
participating in the Northern gov
ernment). Those clashes between
the local constabulary and the dem
onstrators led to massive civil
disorder, and the British govern
ment sent in troops in 1969 to restore
public order and security. Almost
immediately there was an escala
tion of violence by the provisional
or “Provo” wing of the Irish Repub
lican Army (IRA) on the one side
and the Ulster Defence Force (UDF),
a Protestant paramilitary group, on
the other. The British government,
acknowledging the inability of the
region to govern itself, suspended
the Ulster parliament in 1972 and
assumed direct rule of the province
in 1973.
A coalition government was
formed in 1973 when moderates won
election to a new one-house Assem
bly, but a Protestant general strike
overthrew the government in 1974,
and direct rule by Britain was re
sumed. In 1985 the Hillsborough
agreement gave the Republic of Irecontinues on page 7
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continued from page 6
land, in exchange for an acknowl
edgement of the political integrity
of Northern Ireland, a consulting
voice in the governing of the region,
but that accord was, and is, strongly
opposed by Ulster loyalists. Fur
thermore, any international initiative
is usually met with skepticism, alarm,
or outright hostility, as witness the
recent pressure the Major govern
ment put on Bill Clinton to back off
from his campaign promise to send
an envoy to Northern Ireland to in
vestigate, among other things, the
British Army's shoot-to-kill policy
that seems in place on the ground. In
the m eantim e, Protestant and
Catholic extremists alike continue
to reject any British-initiated efforts
at p o w er-sh arin g , and the
“neighborly murders," as Seamus
Heaney has called them, continue.
This kind of history, something
which Americans like to believe we
have escaped from, constitutes a
good part of the nightmare from
which James Joyce tried famously
(and unsuccessfully) to wake. It
permeates all aspects of Irish life,
north and south, not the least of
which is the individual and collec
tive im agination of its artists.
Brendan Kennedy, in the preface to
Cromwell, his 1983 poetic medita
tion on that English conqueror's
place in the Irish imagination, puts it
quite plainly: “Because of history,
an Irish poet to realise himself, must
turn the full attention of his imagina
tion to the English tradition. An
English poet committed to the same
task need hardly give the smallest
thought to things Irish. Every night
mare has its own logic " This kind
of history, too, in which the past is
always present, is the background
against which the Field Day Theatre
Company came into existence and,
as it happens, the foreground upon
which its controversial activities
continue.

3
he drive into Derry was diso
rienting. There was the initial
confusion that attends driv
ing on the left throughout England
and Ireland (what Americans insist
is driving on the wrong side of the
road from the wrong side of the car),
a confusion compounded by narrow
roads and upgraded to real tension at
congested intersections, where, if
you rely on your reflexes, you will
turn spontaneously into oncoming

T

traffic. Still, since all of Ireland is
about the size of Maine, you really
can travel from one end of the island
to the other in a single day, though
not as quickly or directly as you
might think. As I had spent the
morning with my brother Terry and
his wife on the Inishowen peninsula
of Donegal, which is in the north

and a not-so-subtle nod at the ongo
ing violence, weather forecasters in
the south simply refer to the place as
“Slash City.”
The issue of linguistic posses
sion, of who gets to name what, has
been a crucial one for Field Day.
Tom Paulin, in the opening sentence
of the first Field Day pamphlet, states

west section of the island and part of
the Republic, we had to drive south
to enter Northern Ireland at Derry.
That’s when I realized that the
city of Derry does not exist, at least
not on the map that was included in
my Baedeker. Deny is officially, on
all maps of England and Northern
Ireland, Londonderry. The English,
in 1613, as part of their anglicization
policy, renamed the city, which
James I “granted" to the citizens of
London. Thus Derry, which means
“Oak Grove" in Irish (“Doire”), be
came Londonderry. To Nationalists
in the north and south, however, it is,
and always has been, Deny. In the
Republic the politically neutral, and
therefore officially correct, way to
refer to the city is “Derry-slashLondonderry," but that has proved
too cumbersome for radio announc
ers. Now, as both an abbreviation

a common concern of the group.
"The history of a language is often a
story of possession and disposses
sion, territorial struggle and the
establishment or imposition of a
culture." Seamus Heaney’s “An
Open letter," the poem which con
stitutes the second pamphlet, is a
genial, but resolute, objection to the
Penguin editors of Contemporary
British Verse for labeling him a
"British" rather than an “Irish" poet.
Brian Friel's decision to frame the
characters and action of his Trans
lations (Field Day’s first theatrical
production) against the backdrop of
the ordnance survey of the 1830s, in
which the English systematically
anglicized or translated into English
all the original place names of Ire
land, thus had a particular relevance
to Derry/Londonderry, where the
play premiered in 1980.

Several of the Field Day direc
tors are intimately familiar with
Derry and its sectarian mores. Friel,
though he was bom in Co. Tyrone,
was raised in Derry and taught there
for 10 years before taking up writing
fulltime. Heaney and Seamus Deane,
both bom in the area (Heaney at
Mossbawn in Co. Derry, Deane in
Bogside in Derry proper), attended
St. Columb’s College, the Catholic
boarding school in Derry, an experi
ence Heaney records in his poem,
“The Ministry of Fear," which is
dedicated to Deane.
Even here, though, the name
game, always slippery in Northern
Ireland, takes yet another turn. St.
Columba, the patron saint of the
town, is claimed by both the Protes
tants and Catholics in their liturgy
and their edifices. Columba (also
called Colmcille) founded a monas
tery in D eny in the sixth century,
long before the Reformation, Coun
ter-Reformation, or development of
the nation-state occurred. Thus, St.
Columb’s is not only the name of the
Catholic secondary school attended
by Heaney and Deane, it is also the
name of the Protestant cathedral in
D eny which was consecrated in
1633. Brian Friel, deciding to locate
Field Day operations in Derry, called
it "a psychic city,” and, given the
layers and maze-like ambiguities of
Derry’s history, one could easily get
lost in this psychological terrain.
Located on the border between
Co. Donegal in the Republic and Co.
Deny in Northern Ireland, Derry,
like Newry, has been a center of the
sectarian killing and bombing for
the past 20 years. The Catholic
population, which forms a majority
in Derry, has consistently protested
the overt and covert discrimination
they see in everything from jobs to
schools to housing. The town is
small enough (pop. 62,000) so that
everyone who lives there, when it
comes to taking sides, will be sure to
know what living in a certain
neighborhood or working at a cer
tain job means in terms of political
or religious sympathies. To an out
sider, of course, all these people seem
very much the same, and the persist
ence of the violence and animosity
inexplicable.
The night before there had been
an IRA car bombing which killed a
RUC policeman in Toome, about 30
miles away, and the paratroopers,
either out of caution or complacency,
remained behind the corrugated
metal shield at the border check
point we had to pass through on our

way into the city. The Field Day
Theatre Company has its office at
the Foyle Arts Centre, part of Old
Foyle College in the Lawrence Hill
section of Derry, but since this was
my first time through, I had to stop
to ask directions.
1 thought at first to look for a
policeman, but there were no police
cars here, only armored personnel
carriers. Opposite the gas station
where we stopped for directions,
six of these vehicles w ere lined up
along the curb. Their flat, trapezoidal
shape and windowiess portals and
turrets, sitting on chassis a good two
feet off the road, made them seem a
cross between a Desert Storm strike
force and lunar equipment poised
for a moonscape expedition.
The stop at the Field Day office
itself was a brief one. Colette Nelis,
the administrative officer, provided
what material she could and brought
me up to date on the company's
activities. Thomas Kilroy, who had
become a seventh director of Field
Day in 1988 (the company had pre
miered and toured Kilroy’s Double
Cross in 1986 and again his The
M adam M acAdam Travelling
Theatre in 1991), had resigned as a
director last year in anticipation of
his trip to Japan. Since there w'as no
theatrical production scheduled for
1993, she recommended that I con
tact Seamus Deane, the only Field
Day director available in Ireland,
who is currently a professor at Uni
versity College Dublin.
Catherine, my sister-in-law and
;ui avid French tourist, wanted to see
downtown Derry since she had read
about the walls and gates that sur
round the central part of town. The
car, useful up to this point, now
became a handicap because, for'ttfivious reasons, parking is no longer
allowed in the center of town.
Driving up the day before through
Belfast, we saw that all car licenses
are computer-verified at barricade
checkpoints before one can enter
the downtown shopping district
Here in Derry, given its smaller scale,
everyone, in the name of public
safety, simply becomes a pedestrian.
After locating a municipal parking
lot well away from all shops and
buildings, we took a short walking
tour of the old town.
o matter where we went,
though, we couldn’t shake
the uneasy sense dial eve
rything in Derry, even the architec
ture, recapitulates the present
conflict in some curious way. The
see Crossing, page 14
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Double Trouble
continued from page 1
It is common knowledge that
Roth has claimed Operation Shylock
to be, as its subtitle announces, a
confession and not a woik of fiction,
and all that stupefies and infuriates
in it is being trumpeted as “98 per
cent based on fact” (from Roth’s
March 28 interview with Dan Cryer
in Newsdcty. “It’s becoming ludi
crous to me, especially after the battle
I’ve fought for 20 years against jour
nalists and reviewers who insuri that

in this book, who had become an
anti-Zionist agitator and a PLO op
erative? Are anti-Zionist Jews really
bankrolling the PLO? Did a retired
American and Mossad agent, codenamed Louis B. Sm ilesburger,
recruit Roth for a secret mission to
Athens? Did Roth undertake it, and
did Smilesburger later warn Roth
that to write a word about that mis
sion could cost him dearly? Finally,
does it matter if any of this is true or
•at?

hi all these novels. TOs is really a and yes. No, we surely don't need to
terrific irony, but there’s nothing know whether Roth has given us an

much I can do about that. . . I'm abit
astonished by the intellectual level
of the response ... It would be
interesting if one critic or journalist
would say, ‘What if this guy’s tell
ing us the truth?’ . . . They’re all
afraid they’re going to look silly . . .
Not one of these people has thought
to talk to people who were involved
in this thing and see if they corrobo
rate my story. I actually don’t care
whether they believe me or not. It
does not seriously disturb my com
posure.”
What are we to make of such
claims, and of the shrill and accusa
tory tone in which they are issued?
How, if at all, do they affect our
reading of the book? Of the char
acters and events in Operation
Shylock, we can be certain of this
much. In 1987, Roth suffered a
mental breakdown, a decomposition
of personality that turned out to be a
result of the drug Halcion, which
had been prescribed as a sleeper
after knee surgery. We know that
within months after withdrawal, he
went to Israel to conduct an interview
with the Israeli novelist Aharon
Appelfeld. We also know that while
Roth was in Israel, the trial of John
Demjanjuk, the retired Detroit auto
worker who was accused of being
Treblinka’s Ivan the Terrible, was
being conducted.
But what of the rest? Was Roth,
in Israel, confronted with a duplicate
Philip Roth, with a passably similar
face and identical clothing? Could
such a second Roth have been a
Chicago detective in Israel on a
mission of prophecy and profit,
promoting a Jewish return to the
countries of their origin? Might he
have enjoyed the companionship of
a voluptuous oncology nurse named
approximately Wanda Jane (“Jinx”)
Possesski, whose private mission
was to overcome her anti-Semitism,
preferably in the beds of Jewish men?
Could a second Roth have plotted to
have the son of Demjanjuk kid
napped and killed? Did the second
Roth have a penile implant that
rendered him permanently erect, and
did he masturbate on the author’s
bed? Did Roth meet up with an old
student chum from his University of
Chicago days, named George Ziad

account of his exploits in this book,
provocatively subtitled A Confes
sion, or turned suggestive events
over to a suggestible imagination
and let it run free. W e’re familiar
enough with the Roth sound and
light show to know that both credu
lity and incredulity must be checked
at the door upon entering his books.
In another sense, however, truth is at
issue, for what Roth has clearly done
is embroider
real circumstances,
authentic iss u e s , an d
g en u i n e
voices with a
fanciful and
c i ne ma ti c
plot. Roth
needs to have
invented little
to write this
book. If the
o th er R oth
(whom Roth
calls Moishe
Pipik, after a
character of
m ischief in
Jewish folklore), Possesski, Ziad,
and Smilesburger do not exist, their
voices do, and to come up with the
unhinged monologues they deliver
during the course of this novel, their
shrill arias of prophecy, grief, and
doom, Roth had only to take out his
notebook and start scribbling. It is
fair to say that Operation Shylock
commits its excesses in order to keep
pace with a world in which the ex
cessive is the commonplace and the
outrageous the ordinary. The plot
may be thickened, but the history,
the politics, the intrigue, the men
ace, the scheming, the charlatanry,
the paranoia, and the tirades, “the
whole pungent ideological mulch of
overstatement and lucidity,” is re
corded from life. As for whether
Roth actually did an unnamed job
for the Mossad, one might well ap
ply the simple pragmatic test: of
what use is it to the reader to have an
answer to this? I would answer,
none whatever. Whether Operation
Shylock is “98 per cent based on
fact” or not is immaterial to the way
we read the book. The more inter

esting question about Roth’s “job,”
which has so far gone unasked, is
not whether Roth actually did it, but,
fact or fiction, what it was.
Before leaving for Israel to in
terview Appelfeld, Roth is called by
the latter and informed of a Rolli
impersonator, who has been propa
gandizing for “Diasporism ,” the
resettlement of Israeli Jews in Eu
rope. He has been telling the press,
‘T he time has come to return to the
Europe that w as for centuries, and
remains to this day, the most authen

shirt, same well-worn tan V-neck
cashmere sweater, same cuffless
khaki trousers,” down to the threads
around the jacket buttons. This Rodi/
Pipik is a brilliant impersonator, who,
with skills of an investigator and the
devotion of a fan, is the leading
scholar of his novelist double. “I
know your life inside out."
The imitation also serves his
mission, to use the author s prestige
to move history along. Roth/Pipik
accuses Roth of having squandered
his fame: “Your prestige has been a
tic Jewish homeland there has ever little wasted on you. There's a lot

the book, maybe the longest Roth
has ever written he holds forth for
sixteen pages—Ziad conducts a ha
rangue about the transformation of
diaspora gcmutlichkeit into Israeli
machismo, declaiming:
There is more Jewish spirit and
Jewish laughter and Jewish intelli
gence on the Upper West Side o f
M anhattan than in this entire
country—and as fo r Jewish con
science, as fo r a Jewish sense o f
justice, as fo r Jewish heart., there's
more Jewish heart at the knish coun

yo« haven't 4cm wMi it 4m you ter at Zahar’s
Judaism, Hasidic Judaism, Jewish could have done.” That may be a the Knesset.

secularism, socialism—on and on.
The birthplace . . . of Zionism too.
But Zionism has outlived its histori
cal function.”
Keeping this news from his wife
Claire (the actress Claire Bloom),
who will only try to restrain him,
Roth bootlegs a phone call to the
other Roth at the King David Hotel
in Jerusalem. Pretending to be a
French journalist and asking whether
the Roth on the other end is the
m

Phillip Roth and his double
author of Portnoy et son complexe
(the actual French title of Portnoy’s
Complaint), Roth provokes his dou
ble into an outlandish diatribe of
anti-Zionism, thinly disguised as a
rescue mission for the Jews. “You
know what will happen in Warsaw,”
declaims the other Roth to the nov
elist, “at the railway station, when
the first trainload of Jews returns?
There will be a crowd to welcome
them. People will be jubilant. Peo
ple will be in tears. They will be
shouting, ‘Our Jews are back! Our
Jews are back!” ’ Read a line like
that and you know that something
perverse and diabolical is afoot And
yet outlandish as it is, don’t bet that
Roth, for all his formidable powers,
just made it up.
Roth takes the bait— wouldn’t
you?—and finds himself at lunch
with a quasi-double with “a conven
tionally better-looking face, a little
less mismade than my own, with a
more strongly defined chin and not
so large a nose.” The garb, however,
is identical, “Same washed-out but
ton-down open neck Oxford blue

misunderstanding of how literary
Came can be used, but it does open an
old wound for Roth, a self-accusa
tion we’ve seen in previous books:
that he has done little more with his
art than soothe, cajole, entertain, and
aggrandize himself, never making
the responsible leap from American
“I” to Jewish “we.” Roth's clown
alter-ego is also his conscience, one,
it turns out, of many.
This meeting sets up the dia
logue with
c o n s c ie n c e
that is the
substance of
O p e r a tio n
S h vl o ck .
Pipik may be
an absurdity
and a comic
foil, like Al
vin Pepler,
the ex-M arine and ag
grieved ex 
game show
contestant in
Zu eke r man
Unbound, but
like Pepler he
can be bril
liantly off-the-wall. By plunging
Roth into a dialogue over Israel,
Pipik forces Roth to confront his
choices, to define himself, and pos
sibly to use his prestige to do some
good.
Operation Shylock turns out to
be a morality play o f a very oldfashioned kind: a trial of conscience.
Philip Roth, pilgrim and innocent,
his personality fully formed but his
soul up for grabs, is beset by temp
tations, Left and Right, which make
powerful and cogent appeals. Pipik
represents the temptation of antiSemitism— his Diasporism is a
fiendish plan for a final Final Solu
tion. It is no temptation at all, and
Roth turns it aside with ease.
George Ziad, however, presents
a serious temptation: anti-Zionism,
which boasts a long and popular
tradition among Jews. Except that
Ziad is unmasked as a fanatic and a
PLO agent, his long recital of the
sins of the Zionist state touches base
with reality, and the reader has to
wonder just how Roth means us to
take it. In the longest monologue in

than in the whole of

His indictm ents o f “ Shoah
business” (“the mythology of vic
timization that they use to justify
their addiction to power and their
victimizing of us") and of Israel’s
behavior toward the Palestinians are
not to be dismissed as the ravings of
a man whose pride has been shat
tered or the propaganda of an
operative. To be sure, Ziad’s dia
tribe, “a loose array of observ ations
as disjointed as it was coherent and
as shallow as it was deep," has all the
earmarks of a Palestinian nationalist
indictment. However, the tempta
tion of Ziad is that of one who is
reciting a version of the truth, in his
shrill and partisan way, and appeals
to one’s sense of justice and fair
play. Insofar as Roth the author
gives Ziad's voice ample scope, we
are meant to hear what he has to say.
The third temptation, to which
Roth the character yields, is that of
raison d ’etat, the needs of the state,
which is nakedly presented by
Smilesburger in recruiting Roth for
the Mossad. Smilesburger does not
argue from conscience, which he
regards as a luxury that he cannot
afford, and he willingly grants that
Ziad, with whose invective he is
familiar, has both reason and justice
on his side. “I speak sincerely. They
are innocent, we are guilty; they are
right, we are wrong; they are the
violated, we the violators. I am a
ruthless man working in a ruthless
job for a ruthless country and I am
ruthless knowingly and voluntarily.”
Surely Smilesburger is giving away
too much; nobody in that part of the
world has a monopoly on moral
claims. But, as a device for steering
the conversation away from the arena
of conscience, with its appeals to
mercy, justice, reparations, and
moral duty—an arena in which there
are legitimate competing claims—
he appeals to what might be thought
of as a deeper conscience, the con
science of survival. He presents
himself as an instrument of neces
sity; if the Jewish state is to survive,
certain things must be done.
Should there ever be a Palestin
ian victory, Smilesburger confesses
to Roth, he will have no alibi, nor
shall he wish for one.
see Double, page 18
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Bizarre, but Boring
H unter: The Strange and Savage
Life of H unter S. Thompson
E. Jean Carroll
Dutton, 341 pp., $25.00
Lisa Neville
On election night, 1984,1 went
to see Hunter S. Thompson at the
Stone on Broadway in San Fran
cisco. Thompson is notorious for
mumbling when he speaks and 1
could not understand much of his
commentary7. It didn’t matter. It
didn’t matter for two reasons, 'rfie
first reason was the visuals. There
was Hunter Thompson standing on
stage, wearing his DEA cap, hold
ing the usual props, drink and
cigarette, and behind him, several
women strip-dancing, and behind
them, on the wall-mounted televi
sion screens, the bland and cretinous
Dan Rather, reading the election re
sults. If all we can expect anymore
from the American electoral process
is dumbed-down entertainm ent
value, then this was as good as it
gets. The other reason Thompson’s
incomprehensibility didn’t matter is
that what was comprehensible was
good enough. This was the night he
gave his now-famous characteriza
tion o f the em otional clim ate
surrounding Reagan’s reelection as
“Whiskey, Victory, and Fear.’’
A lso that night he said,
“W e are now entering an era of
aggressive dumbness," and since that
time, Ibompson has characterized
George Bush, in print, as a greedy
slime-covered thug who will spend
eternity in hell vomiting up dead
Iraqi babies.
The point here is not that
Thompson is primarily an enter
tainer, that he lacks the ability to
engage in serious journalism. Socalled serious journalists write reams
of copy debating the finer points of
this or that moronic politician's
agenda. Thompson is the one who
tells us that the politician is, in fact,
a moron, eager to subject us all “to
the wiles o f deranged used car
salesmen.” This is a necessary
function in what still passes for a
democracy and it is a function that
fewer and fewer of us are willing or
able to perform.
. Hunter Thompson is not only a
writer of journalist, however. He
has become a cultural icon, and a
parody figure of himself. This is a

function o f the American cultural
processes which create out of public
people legends to bolster their store
of mythic archetypes, and also of
Thompson’s own self-promotional
efforts. For recent generations,
Thompson embodies anti-authori
tarianism, danger, the romantic ideal
of one honest man against an army
of corporate bureaucratic scoundrels,
and a form of conservative machismo
rampant with sexist and homophobic
attitudes. Thompson has the biggest
gun, the largest capacity for alcohol
and drugs, and the fastest and haddest
typewriter in the West He is Robert
Mitchum playing Phillip Marlowe
playing Ernest Hemingway playing
Jake LaMotta.
Given this complex of laudable
and repulsive attitudes, his flam
boyant personality, his status as
cultural icon, and his unique jour
nalistic style, there are a number of
ways to focus a biography of Hunter
lbompson. One could examine the
m yth-making machinery which
tempts such an artist to become a
parody of himself. Or one could
explore how Thom pson's unique
sensibilities inform his writing.
Another possibility would be a
straightforward chronological nar
rative from which these other aspects
might emerge. E. Jean Carroll’s
biography, Hunter, rejects these
conventional methods of construct
ing biography for the ill-conceived,
and even more ill-executed, plan of
writing a biography with no unify
ing principle at all. Hunter contains
insight neither into Thompson’s
character nor, more important, into
his work. Indeed, a reader not already
familiar with Thompson’s writine
might finish this book with no com
prehension of what Thompson had
written or why anyone would wish
to read him.
Carroll’s book comprises two
very different and alternating narra
tives. The first is based on the
“literary” conceit ihalHunter is be
ing written, under duress, by a naive
ornithologist of Victorian sensibili
ties, Laetitia Snap. Thompson has
imprisoned her in a cesspool on his
property in Colorado, and is forcing
her to write his biography. Ms. Snap
utilizes a quasi- 19th-century inflated
prose style: “Incredible! Astonish
ing! and Reader I am ashamed to
say...," She professes shock and
dismay as Thompson forces her to

decency— Reader, I believed the
Doctor possessed marijuana!” Oh,
wear crotchless underwear, perform grow up. But more important, re
fellatio, snort cocaine, and so forth. moving Thompson’s behavior from
The figure of the helpless yet willing the cultural and political climate in
female victim of male violence and which it “flourishes” renders it ri
lust is both annoying and tiresome. diculous and boring. Without such
Apparently the reason for this con context, and without a serious inves
ceit is to provide Carroll with an tigation of Thompson’s work, we
excuse to engage in some “Gonzo” are left with a chronology of self
writing of her own, which is a seri abuse and outwardly aggressive
ous miscalculation on her part. She behavior which is pedestrian and,
also seeks to exacerbate
the outrageousness of
Thompson’s behavior by
presenting us with a
narrator shocked by his
world of drugs, violence,
and sexual freedom, thus
encouraging us to be
shocked as well. This is
a second mistake since
Thompson’s audience is
well aware of his pro
pensity toward oral sex,
drug consumption, and
rebellion against rigid
authority.
Hunter Thompson’s
two great books. Fear
and Loathing in Las
Vegas and Fear and
Loathing on the Cam
paign Trail, are indeed
“strange and savage
journeys” into the heart
of the American dream.
His America has a dis
eased and swollen heart,
its arteries clogged with
greed, ignorance, vi
Hunter Thompson
ciousness, and stupidity,
and the only sane re
sponses to it are to jump into a finally, uninteresting.
Cadillac El Dorado, high on a vanThe secondary narrative, in
ety of methedrine, LSD, seconal, Hunter is composed of a series of
whiskey and hashish, and take it quotations culled from Thompson’s
down a straight desert highway at friends, colleagues, ex-wife, family,
llOm p, or to lock oneself in a hotel and, very o ccasio n ally , an
bathroom, run the tub hot and lie unenlightening and brief conversa
there popping black beauties, drink tion with Thompson himself. These
ing gin and tonics, and listening to “quotation” chapters are arranged to
Jefferson Airplane’s “White Rab comment on Thompson’s life, from
bit" 65 times at excruciatingly high his childhood to the present, and are,
volume. The point of Thompson's for the most part, unevocative. The
famous dictum, “When things get cultural and political climate of the
weird, the weird turn pro,” is that the ’60s, ’70s, and ’80s which Thompson
“weird” response is an attempt to drew on in his writing is completely
missing. The comments about him,
hang on to sanity.
This is a point that Carroll com then, float in a historical vacuum,
pletely misses in her bizarre and and are useless for any understand
patronizing narrative: “Next he had ing of Thompson the person or
to fill two short-stemmed, w'ooden Thompson the writer. The few
bowled pipes with a substance I amusing anecdotes that the book
strongly, strongly, suspected was in does present come too little and too
violation of every law of nature and late. By the time, near the end of the

book, that we are presented with the
picture of Hunter Thompson and
Ron Reagan, Jr„ hunkered under a
table in a San Francisco hotel snort
ing cocaine during the Democratic
Convention, we’re too tired to re
spond.
This must have been a relatively
easy book for Carroll to write: some
self-indulgent BS in the Laetitia
Snap sections, some organization of
interview quotations, and off to the
printer. The preparation
which makes a biogra
phy worth reading, the
eJTort on the part of the
biographer to put the
“facts” of her subject’s
life into context, to shed
light on the artistic proc
ess or the psychological
make-up of her subject
or the cultural and politi
cal Zeitgeist in which the
artist lives, is completely
elided here. Published
several months before
Hunter was Paul Perry’s
Fear and Loathing: The
Strange and Terrible
Saga o f H unter S.
Thompson, another un
authorized biography.
Perry, who previously
wrote about counter
culture writer/icon Ken
Kesey, has written a
“straight” but far more
enlightening biography
of Hunter Thompson.
He manages to put
Thompson’s writing and
life in a larger context,
and I, at least, came away not feeling
as though my intelligence had been
insulted and my emotions clumsily
manipulated.
Hunter Thompson said some
thing else that night on Broadway,
in November, 1984. Before he left
the stage, he cautioned his audience
to remember that “there are gangs of
roving rabid evangelicals out there.
When you leave here tonight, they’re
gonna drag you down the street in
chains and bum you alive.” I would
not have thought it possible to make
the author of such perceptively
paranoid remarks seem boring, but
E. Jean Carroll’s self-indulgent book
manages to do just that.
*
Lisa Neville is a writer currently
living in Ithaca.
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The Original Health Flakes
Steven H uff
Dressed in a luminous orange
shirt, T. Coraghessan Boyle strides
across the lobby o f the Strathallen
Hotel in Rochester to shake hands
and settle into his third interview o f
the day. At 45, still lanky, thin as an
axehandle, he looks as though he
got perm anently stuck in an
adolescent rapid-growth stage.
I t’s an early stop on a fifteencity author tour to promote his new
novel, The Road to WellviUe, a satire
on the historical roots o f the
Am erican health fo o d culture.
Tonight, April 30, h e ’s appearing
fo r the Contemporary American
Voices series o f Writers <£ Books (a
literary arts center), who have sold
about 400 tickets fo r what will be
one o f the b ig g est a u th o r
appearances in R ochester this
spring.
Already he's beginning to fret
about time away from his family,
and time away from his typewriter.
But this is the big time: mighty
Viking is showing its faith in one o f
its most flamboyant and energetic
authors with a first printing o f
100,000 (60,000 more than his last
novel); the first segment o f the
serialization has appeared in the
current Rolling Stone, and Alan
Parker (“The Commitments” and
“Mississippi Burning”) is scheduled
to begin production o f the movie
version this fall.
We find a seat in a plush sitting
room that looks as though it could be
a set fo r the n o v e l’s health
sanitarium, the one operated by the
eponym ous Dr. John H arvey
Kellogg, inventor o f the cornflake,
and high priest o f the temple o f the
human body—p articularly the
stomach and the lower bowel.
Nowadays, to call a book a Boyle
novel is to make reference to a style
that a growing audience o f readers
can recognize in the space o f a few
p a ra g ra p h s. The hyp erb o lic
language, the mean clashing o f
comedy and tragedy, are trademark
Boyle, though perhaps this novel is
toned down a bit from earlier novels
and stories. And the subject—the
Battle Creek M ichigan spa, the
heaven/hell o f one o f the greatest
health fo o d nuts o f all tim e- has
been ripening on the vine fo r nearly
a century, just waiting fo r someone
like Boyle, a novelist with a brilliant
punky irreverence and a taste fo r
history, to pick it off.
From the 1890s until the stock
market crash o f 1929, the Battle
Creek sanitarium was a haven fo r
wealthy hypochondriacs, alcoholics,
and the mildly neurasthenic. Here,
Dr. Kellogg put them on a strict
vegetarian diet, and a regimen o f
five enemas per day. He also gave
them “sinusoidal baths" rippling
with electric current (stimulating!),
performed surgery to streamline
their bowels by cutting out kinks,
and gave them doses o f radium gas
to breathe. Sex was verboten, by the
way, even betw een m arried
couples—since, after all, that is the
way germs are spread.
Boyle mixes a few historical
characters (Kellogg; his brother
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Will, who stole the cornflake recipe
and form ed the fam ous Kellogg
cereal company; their competitor
C.W. Post; and Upton Sinclair,
author o f The Jungle) with his
fictional characters. Most heart
rending is Will Lightbody, who is
dragged into the sanitarium by his
fanatical wife, Eleanor, and endures
fasts, enemas, the clipping o f his
bowels, as well as painful celibacy,
all in an effort to hold his marriage
together, hoping all the while that
Eleanor will get over her fascination
with Kellogg.
There is also the young con man
Charlie Ossining, who falls under
the tutelage o f Goodloe Bender, a
seasoned flim-flammer. The two o f
them try to sell stocks fo r a
nonexistent cereal company until the
law comes after them. Battle Creek
was a boomtown fo r charlatans.
The Road to W ellville is a
p iq u a n t satire. For B o y le ’s
established fans, it is another in a
long string o f highly entertaining
novels and story collections: East is
East, If the River W as Whiskey,
World’s End, and Greasy Lake

accurate. Dr. Kellogg was a little
martinet. You know, he had the
answer to everything. Some of those
answers were quite good, and are
current today, like eating less animal
fat, exercising and so on. But some
were dangerous and smacked of
quackery, like the removal of a little
kink in the intestine, which he
perform ed on his patients for
absolutely no reason whatsoever,
though he did a great job and sewed
it up very neatly. And he did things
like using radium as a miracle cure
for things like obesity— breathing
radium , which had ju st been
discovered in 1899. You know,
there’s a danger in being cocksure
about things, especially in terms of
health. But the doctor never seems
to have doubted himself for a minute.
SH: Five enemas a day! It doesn’t
sound like a sanitarium visit was
much of a vacation.

TCB: But that’s just to be minimally
healthy. I’m sure the doctor had many
more than that himself every day.
He was a little bit pathological,
p sy ch o lo g ically — a little too
obsessed with cleanliness, inner and
SH: Your new book goes to the mot outer.
of the alternative health culture in
America. What led you to Battle SH: Do you see traces of old
Creek and the story of John Harvey A m erican P uritanism in the
obsession with health in this century?
Kellogg?
E specially in som ething like
TCB: A good friend gave me a copy K e llo g g ’s sanitarium , w here
of The Nuts Among the Berries, by celibacy was enforced?
Ronald M. Deutsch, maybe eight
years ago, and he said, "Boy, this is TCB: Oh sure, sure. I think it’s in a
right up your alley.” You know, direct line. Look at the Alcotts and
about food and excreting and dying. Sylvester Graham. They all believed
It was a very comical history of the in repressing the appetites. Part of
health food movement in England the fun of this book and part of its
and the US, from its beginnings. I theme is. Have we ever stopped to
didn’t really know what I would do consider why we should repress the
with this subject, but I began to read appetites ? Those appetites go across
very deeply into it. I read The the board, and of course they include
Cornflake Crusade , by Gerald sexual appetite as well as appetite
Carson. And then, of course, I read for various foods, liquor, drugs, and
the books by Kellogg. So I began to so on. It is puritanical, obviously. I
settle on Battle Creek because of think that’s a very good connection.
C.W. Post and Kellogg for the most And here we are in the Progressive
part. And I picked the period of Era when people like Dr. Kellogg
1907-08 because it was a period believed in the perfectibility of
when the old sanitarium had burned m an—according to his likes, of
down, the new one had just been course. And that meant you could
built, and there were historical control anything, libidinous desires
figures like Upton Sinclair who were as well.
there at that time. I wanted to get
them in the book. I could have gone SH: Battle Creek must have been a
anywhere from the 1890s to 1929 playing field for frauds, if hucksters
when the doctor lost his shirt in the such as we meet in your novel could
stock market crash. But 1 picked that not only fit in, but even prevail. The
health industry at that time must
period because it intrigued me.
have been much more vulnerable to
SH: There was an ex-president there. snake oilers.
Was it Taft?
TCB: I like the term, because they
TCB: That was a few years later that really are snake oil peddlers, for the
he was there to slim down— m ost part. Battle Creek was a
unsuccessfully to judge from the boomtown from the 1890s on
pictures of him. He was our largest through the 1920s. Particularly in
the period I’m writing about, a lot of
president.
people went there to strike it rich. It
SH: I get the message that you’re was almost a kind of gold rush. It's
cynical about the alternative health all due to Dr. John Harvey Kellogg,
who invented the cornflake, and
culture in this country.
began to market it in a small way.
TCB: I’m cynical about the people One of his patients, C.W. Post, who
who have the answers, and lead us to could no longer afford to pay to stay
the promised land, in whatever phase in the sanitarium, began to work
of life it may be. As I paint him, and around the place - this is historical
I think the portrait is historically fact, as far as we know—worked in

the kitchens, and pirated the recipe
for what later became Postum. And
he was the first to make a fortune
with it because he was a very savvy
advertising man, whereas the doctor
was more interested in being known
as a medical man than a sort of
bunco artist. So he left the selling of
the cornflakes, reluctantly, as the
book describes, to his brother
W ill, who founded the
concern we know today, in
1905. But yes, from what I
can understand from my
historical research, it was a
boomtown. There were
som e
fo rty
c e re a l
companies there.
O th e r
c e re a l
companies, like
Shredded Wheat
in Niagara Falls,
were peripheral
to that for the
most part.
These
b re a k fa s t
cereals
w ere the
first fast
food, real
ly, because
they were
toasted and
dried and
would store
w ithout re 
frigeration. But
also they were also
m arketed as som e
thing morally correct and
good. It was good for you, it
was part of being an advanced
and progressive human being to
eat this sort of thing. And all the
hustlers and hucksters like Goodloe
Bender and Charlie Ossening, my
fictional creations, jumped on this
baid wagon.

such as anorexia—are rampant now.
TCB: Eleanor suffers from that a
little bit. Again, it’s a control of
appetite situation, to control a life
that is essentially a mystery to us,
and out o f co n tro l. You think you
can control it if you can control
certain things about
/-"*
yourself. If you

build
your
body up as,
say, Arnold
S ch w arzen eg g er
has done, or if you could
prevent yourself from eating
because slimness was your goal,
and you have the will power to do
that, then you can control at least
some part of your environment. I
suppose you could ritually scar
yourself, too, and control yourself in
that way— lots of ways of doing it.
But as Will Lightbody points out in
the book, unfortunately, the result is
SH: All of the people at the the same,
sanitarium are affluent, part of the
wealthy class, so they could afford SH: Will Lightbody reminds me of
to stay there and pamper and indulge Clifford Chatterly, a powerful man
themselves for months on end. But rendered impotent,
today, the health food culture is
everywhere. I think that part of what TCB: I hadn’t had the connection in
hits home with this book is that mind, exactly, but I like it.
America—on one level or another—
has become a Battle Creek.
SH: These people weren’t all sheep.
Some seem to exhibit a gallows
T C B : In K ello g g 's day, the humor,
sanitarium patients were well-todo. It became the premier watering TCB: Some of the characters arc
spa in America, perhaps in the world, skeptical, of course. I see Will
for its time. So you went there in Lightbody as the hero of the book,
order to make connections, to be He’s sort of everyman thrown into
part of this society of the elite and this situation. His sin is that he loves
the wealthy, to hang out, to rest, to his wife too much. He suffers from a
take the cure. You know, your poor condition of undiagnosed ulcers, and
liver was overboiled from drinking, allows his wife to persuade him to
so you went there for two months. I go through this ridiculous regimen,
don’t think the average person had I think a lot of the comedy of my
the luxury of doing that Maybe we’re books comes from putting a sort of
more democratic in our health- average character with average
fanaticism today [laughs]—anybody failings against some immovable
can buy a set of barbells and a pair force like Kellogg, or Walter up
of jogging shorts, go to the health against his father in World's End, or
food shop and pay outrageous prices Mungo Park up against Africa,
for powders that are going to make
you well.
SH: One of your most effective
techniques seems to involve an
SH: Well, that’s common. But I unexpected transition from comedy
m ean
th e
m o re
r a d ic a l to tragedy,
manifestations that are evident in
some of your characters in 1907—
continues on page 11
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TCB: When a
w riter creates a com ic
universe it leads readers to feel that
everything will turn out all right in
the end.
I like to invert that
proposition, get my readers off
guard, make them laugh and really
enjoy themselves, and then at some
point turn the tables, so that they're
really laughing at something that is
tragic. Paradoxically, this seems to
heighten the reader's susceptibility
to the characters’ pain.

On the other hand, I kind
of think they're getting
those pots of tar boiled
up in Battle
Creek for my
return there.
W e’ll see
when I get
there. I can't
imagine
anybody with
the slig h te st
sense of humor
becoming upset
by this no matter
how devoted they may
be to the health trends of the moment
Of course, those people are the ones
who are least likely to have a sense
of humor. But 1 think there’s a huge
band of people out there who might
want to eat a steak and have a martini
just once a week without feeling
guilty. Maybe they'll appreciate this
take on the food police we have with
us today.

SH: Most of your short stories have
SH: I)o you expect some response contemporary subjects, while your
from health gurus, or from the novels tend to be historical.
cornflake industry ?
TCB: Generally the stories are on
TCB: The cornflake industry was more current topics because these
invented by John Kellogg, but he are the things that occur to me each
had nothing to do with the current day when I’m writing a novel, and 1
Kellogg corporation. I don’t really store them for when the novel is
see how they could be miffed about over. I’ve found that anything that
my book. Besides, I'm not attacking interests me I can explore and write
their product or its viability in any about, whereas some authors are
way. As for people who run health more confined because they only
food shops, they may recognize write thrillers, or biographical
themselves in some of this, and may fiction. Poor bred Exlcy had to live
even be a bit enlightened when they a decade before he could write a
see the historical roots of the cant
book, you know. I’ve
alw ays felt
and nonsense some of
them
s till
spout
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that fiction is an exercise of the
imagination. It’s fun, it’s a fugue,
it’s something to think about, so that
I have no problem immersing myself
in a subject, and jamming up some
variations on it, to see how / feel
about it.

For me, history provides a sense
of place, a grounding in who I am,
w'hy I’m here. You know? Religion
has been pretty much cut out of our
lives by science, which, at root, is
voodoo anyway. I mean, we can
explain everything in detail, we can
make these machines, but the
essence on which it all rests is kind
of...it’s magic, ultimately no more
valid than religion. So for me, one
of the answers—and it’s not a
satisfactory one by any means —is
history. I like to know that there was
something before me, I hope that
there’ll be something that comes
after me.

SH: You’ve talked before about the
necessity of understanding history.
In World's E n d , Walter Van Brunt
literally collides with history, and
with his own past, when he smashes
his motorcycle into an historical
marker, which sets him on an
exploration of his past and a search
for his father. Now, after reading
The Road to Wellville , I’m sure I’ll
never look at a bowl of breakfast SH: So, in the absence of religion,
cereal again without thinking of the we might receive a moral education
crazy doctor who invented the from the study of history?
cornflake.
TCB: Yeah, I think so.
TCB: I’m not so sure that history is
relevant. You might say that just SH: Robert Graves once claimed
living in the moment is relevant. that he had never really developed a
Certainly history repeats itself, but plot in his novels—he simply retold
if w e’re not aware of it, what history pretty much the way he
difference does it make? On the other believed it had happened. You give
hand, I guess a lot of what I have yourself more liberty.
written, like Wellville for instance,
points out to people that, “Yeah, but TCB: I have no interest in retelling
you know, that's true, what you're history whatsoever. My interest is
saying, it’s very interesting; but they fiction, exploring how I feel about
were saying that a hundred years my life, and the life of my society.
ago, and two hundred years ago, too. History to me is a tool, a setting, a
How does that make you feel, with place for that. My books are
your theories about the latest dietary historically accurate only to the point
trends?” For some people know which I want them to be. In this book
ledge of history may be illuminating the figure of Kellogg is historically
if they’re not aware of what came accurate. I may have taken him a
before. For me, it’s essential. But, little further to caricature him and
speaking theoretically, for most his type a bit, but that is
people in the world— for the people within the frame of
in Bosnia Herzegovina— I my interest I’m
don’t think it really
creatin g a
matters.
s to r y .

The historical novel for me is an
arena or an excuse for me to write a
story— since story is all-important,
the entertainment, the movement of
it
Many historical novels fail
because they don’t come to life. For
instance, some writers try to replicate
period speech, which is always a
big mistake even more so in films
when, for instance, the actors speak
in a quasi-Elizabethan accent.
Preposterous, you know? To create
a dialogue, all you have to do is
convince the reader that the world
you have created in a novel is real. I
don’t use modem slang, of course.
That would blow the dialogue. But
I also don’t use much slang of the
period. A few phrases, that’s all—
you don’t want to overdo it. When I
read Theodore Dreiser to pick up
some phrases of the day, I wras
delighted to find the expression “out
of sight!” If s used twice in Sister
Carrie . If I used that phrase in my
novel—even though it’s historically
accurate—people would go crazy,
they’d go through the ceiling, y o u .
know, thinking this is a total
anachronism. So it’s not my job to
replicate the past, but to make a
convincing fiction out of the
materials of the past. O f course, I
also write contemporary novels like
East is East, and the one I’m working
on now.
SH: Speaking of the boundaries
between history and fiction, you
have said that, in World’s E nd, you
changed the name of your native
Peekskill, New York, to
Peterskill, to remind the
reader that the book is fiction.
see Original, page 17
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Beyond Individualism
The Spirit o f Community
Rights, Responsibilities, and the
Communitarian Agenda.
Amitai Etzioni
Crown Publishers, 323pp., $22.

beliefs of the movement as expressed
in the “Responsive Communitarian
Platform,” released in November,
1991. More than an enumeration of
policies, the platform (and the book)
is a paradigm through which
Robert Hardies
individuals can examine their lives;
citizens, their communities; and
On election night, President Americans, their country.
Etzioni asks individuals to
elect Clinton closed his victory,
speech calling upon Americans to accept a. greater am ount o f
be “Americans again.” Basking in . responsibility for themselves and for
his euphoria, he exhorted fellow others. This means curbing our
citizens to be concerned “not just in desires so that we may live within
getting, but in giving, not just in our own financial limits as well as
placing blame, but now in assuming within the boundaries of our natural
responsibility, not just in looking resources. It means we should devote
out for yourselves, but in looking
out for others, too.” “We need a new
spirit of community,” he continued,
“a sense that we’re all in this
together.” Without that spirit, he
warned, “the American dream will
wither and die.” Clinton didn’t
co n ju re up the them es o f
responsibility and com m unity
merely to exploit remnants of the
Kennedy mystique, rather he made
them major themes of his campaign
and of his governorship. His embrace
of these ideals is a product of the
gradual convergence of Clinton’s
Democratic Leadership Council (the
moderate wing of the Democratic
Party) and a rapidly growing move
ment called communitarianism.
What Clinton alluded to in his
speech,
and
w hat
th e
com m unitarians argue, is that
Am itai Etzioni
Americans are too obsessed with
in d iv id u a l rig h ts, and th at m ore tim e to fam ilies and
preoccupation with self has come at communities and less to our careers,
the expense of families, churches, because it is the former that will
and voluntary organizations— ultim ately bring us the m ost
institutions that are the very fabric happiness and satisfaction. Finally,
of our society. On a political level it means self-restraint in the exercise
this individualism manifests itself of our rights; just because we have a
in the multitude of special interest right to do something, does not
groups that scramble up and down necessarily mean that it is the right
capitol hill after federal largesse. (correct) thing for us to do.
W hat is worse, because of the Therefore, Etzioni offers, while it
* inviolability of individual volition, may be legal to shout racial epithets
we have stopped judging what is at others, it is morally reprehensible
right and wrong in this country. to do so and must be stopped.
C om m unitarians prescribe that
E tzioni believes that
as
Americans balance their individual members of communities we bear
rights with responsibilities to society, similar responsibilities. Community
restore a sense of public morality by institutions such as churches, civic
reinvigorating the communities that organizations, and school boards
bind society together, and take must be staffed so that they may
governm ent back from special carry out the responsibility for caring
interests by participating actively in for the community and its members,
and expressing citizens’ moral sense
the democratic process.
The Spirit o f Community: of right and wrong. An example of
Rights, Responsibilities, and the this collective responsibility is “The
Communitarian Agenda is at once W innable W ar,” a blueprint for
an elaboration of the communitarian fighting the w ar on drugs the
through
manifesto and a call for Americans com m unitarian way:
to act on it. Amitai Etzioni, the b ro ad castin g com m unity in 
founder of the movement and its tolerance, community policing of
ch ief p u b licist, argues that the streets, and legal harassment of
com m unitarianism m ust reach known drug dealers. Many cities—
beyond “books, position papers, and including Pittsburgh, Philadelphia,
draft legislation” to the “three- and Los Angeles—have adopted the
dimensional” world of people and plan and successfully reclaimed
communities. A full-fledged social some neighborhoods from open-air
m o v e m e n t— a k in
to
th e drug trafficking.
environm ental, civil rights, or
Finally, the com m unitarian
progressive crusades—is his goal, paradigm offers new insights into
not merely a dainty intellectual public policy-making at the national
discussion. Accordingly, Etzioni level. It involves and empowers
unabashedly prods his readers to people and com m unities by
take up the communitarian cause: devolving authority to the smallest
“Please do not just read this book. institution of society possible to
Please try to respond.”
accomplish the task (“The Winnable
Throughout most of the book, W ar” ).
The com m unitarian
Etzioni elaborates upon the core perspective asks responsibilities in
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return for traditional government
welfare. This can reduce dependency
on the public weal and lower long
term costs.
C om m unitarian
programs also seek to create bonds
between people as they solve their
own problems. National sendee in
exchange for college loans, a
communitarian initiative, embodies
many of these principles.
Much o f this may sound
strikingly similar to Ronald Reagan’s
“big-govemment-is-the- problemnot-the-solution” rhetoric. And in
fact, on other occasions Etzioni has
referred to large governm ent
programs as “terribly heavy-handed”
“awkward,” and
“ very ex p en 
sive.” For those
concerned that
communitarianism would take
us back to the
time before the
Great Society—
when the poor
and m inorities
suffered under
discrim inatory
and unequal
w e l f a r e
programs —
Etzioni (who,
like most com
munitarians, is a
former liberal)
d iffe rs from
Reagan in two
important ways.
First, he affirms the responsibility of
affluent communities to care for
those communities less able to care
for them selves. Am erica is a
“communitv of communities.” It is
m orally unacceptable for an
upperclass enclave in the suburbs to
throw up a wall, call themselves a
community, and forget about the
rest of the world. In the absence of
any official m echanism s for
redistribution of wealth, however,
Etzioni relies on the middle class’s
sense of responsibility to care for
others. This makes it all the more
important for the communitarians to
successfully convey to the American
people a ll o f the attendant
responsibilities in their philosophy,
not just those that might appeal to
the middle class in their splendid
isolation.
Second, Etzioni strongly argues
that the Bill of Rights should check
any discriminatory tendencies of
local communities. “We are not
simply a nose-count majoritarian
democracy, but a constitutional one,”
and therefore, he argues, some
choices are “out of the realm” of the
majority. Society’s overarching
v a lu e s
can
a ls o
check
m ajoritarianism w ithin com 
munities, Etzioni believes. Ileuses
the example of the attempt by many
universities in the early ’90s to limit
hate speech on campus. He argues
that the reason these “so-called hate
codes did not spread to m ost
universities,” was that shapers of
public opinion (i.e. the media),
“evoked a moral claim...[that] we
m ust continue to allow free
expression o f ideas, words, and
sentiments even if it hurts the feelings
of minorities and women.” By this
example and others Etzioni attempts

to show that the interconnectedness
of modem society prevents insular
co m m u n itie s from fo rm ing
discriminatory values abhorrent to
the country at large.
There is another story. Witness
the 1992 referenda in Colorado and
Oregon.
From a procedural
standpoint these citizen initiatives
appear to be a communitarian dream
come true: they involved members
of a community discussing and
organizing to express what they felt
to be the moral voice of their state,
and brought government down to
the grass-roots level. Their aims,
however— to limit the rights of
homosexuals— were repugnant to
communitarians. In Colorado, where
the referendum passed, citizens and
business leaders stubbornly weather
the m eager hardships o f an
ineffectual boycott of the state. It
appears, then, that checks against
community infringement of rights
aren’t all communitarians claim
them to be. The danger posed by
Etzioni and the communitarians is
that they could unleash a majoritarian
monster they cannot control.
The crusade dearest to most
c o m m u n ita ria n s ’ h e a rts is
protecting—hold your breath the
two-parent family. Liberals get
nervous with any talk of family
values, but, Etzioni assures, the
communitarian family is not an
encore of “Leave it to Beaver.”
Theirs is an egalitarian family in
which “both parents are actively
and deeply involved in their child’s
upbringing." To promote this
equality, a more comprehensive
version of the Family and Medical
Leave Act. and other workplace
reforms such as flex time, job
sharing, and home work are at the
top of the communitarian agenda.
They also want to reform divorce
laws to allow for a “cooling o f f ’
period during which couples can try
to work out their problems, and to
assure the economic well-being of
the child before spouses divide the
marital property. Some find this
yearning for a more traditional family
dangerously oppressive; others find
it quaint. While critics of Etzioni
often accuse him of advocating a
“w arm , fu z z y ” co m m u n ity
reminiscent of a bygone era, the fact
that the com m unitarians can
articulate a version of family values
that is both m eaningful and
egalitarian demonstrates their ability
to adapt traditional institutions to a
modem world.
Etzioni’s critique of American
society, as well as his specific
prescriptions, are products of a
particular view of recent American
history. They believe that something
went wrong in the 1960s when
different groups— women, blacks,
gays—fought for their rights against
an oppressive society. These
m inorities were justified, most
communitarians feel, in their attack
on society’s values. The problem is
that a coherent set of values never
arose in wake of this attack. When
the conservatives tried to fix things
in the 1970s and 1980s, the argument
goes, the situation got even worse
because their brand of individualism
was economically motivated. “By
the nineties we have seen the

cumulative results,” argues Etzioni,
describing the “resulting world of
massive street violence, the failing
war against illegal drugs, unbridled
greed, and soon...”
The danger of a paradigm is that
it tends to filter out important
information that doesn’t fit neatly
into its scheme. This appears to be
true w ith E tzio n i and the
communitarians. Their view of the
last thirty years of American history
leaves out a large part of the story.
The implied causal relationship
between individualism and society’s
ills is at best incomplete: rampant
individualism doesn’t breed drug
addicts and murderers; hopelessness,
injustice, and poverty (to name a
few) do. For instance, while “The
Winnable W ar” has helped some
neighborhoods successfully drive
out drug dealers, it doesn’t attack
the causes of drug abuse and its
related crime. Until it does, drug
dealers won’t go away, they will
sim ply m ove to the next
neighborhood. Critics look at this
and correctly point out the limits of
the communitarian paradigm: while
it offers meaningful solutions to the
real problems o f the American
middle class (isolation, tensions
between workplace and family),it
falls short of necessary remedies for
the country’s more serious problems.
Yet to the extent that they empower
people to control in some small way
their destiny, com m unitarian
programs like “The Winnable War”
are a valuable, if limited, remedy for
the hopelessness of the inner city.
Many have m isinterpreted
Etzioni’s civics lesson, most recently
Edward Schwartz in his review of
The Spirit o f Community in the New
York Times (“A Chorus of Moral
Voices,” April 11,1993). Schwartz
argues that Etzioni is wrong “to pit
rights against responsibilities,” and
should instead affirm the link
between the two. Etzioni would
completely agree. He argues that
“those most concerned about rights
ought to be the first ones to argue for
the resumption o f responsibilities.
One presumes the other.” [His
italics] In other words, individual
rights are guaranteed only when a
strong com m unity of involved
citizens has agreed to those rights
and works to protect them. An
example of this link that Etzioni
offer cites (a finding that was for him
an epiphany as to what is wrong in
America) involves the issue of jury
duty. People for the American Way
surveyed young people in 1989 and
found that while most of them
considered the right to a trial by jury
one of the most important rights
g u aranteed to them by the
Constitution, very few were willing
to take the time to serve on a jury.
This irresponsibility', Etzioni argues,
“is egotistical, indecent, and in the
long run impractical.”
Etzioni has an evangelist’s
knack
fo r
s i m p li f y i n g
com m unitarianism ’s sometimes
complex political theory. This is
evident in Spirit. At the same time
that he bandies about terms like
gemeinschaft (a relationship among
individuals based on common
feeling or m em bership in a
see Beyond, page 19
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Strife
continued from page 2
claim is that an ideology called "hu
manism” had some causal relation
to those oppressions, the answer is
a) that "humanism” never had a
stable meaning for more than a cou
ple of decades; b) that the meaning
posited has more to do with the
current cultural fracas than it does
with any ideas that were held at the
time; and c) that the claim about
caetaiiy w oeM im a*iiD *eiE iw ee
anyway. Since many of the early
activists in the feminist and civilrights movements were motivated
by ideas these critics would call
"humanist,” such proof is at the least
extremely doubtful.

It's only fair to admit that the
attitude toward intellectual history
can be just as high-handed among
traditionalists. W hat's going on is
common enough in polemics: a gen
eral term is being stretched in one
direction by its opponents- who
want to point to the excesses and
abuses it has sanctioned—and in
another direction by its friends, who
would like it to include all sorts of
attractive ideals. Traditionalists who
use "humanism” as though it were
syauaymous with the best p u t of the
Western tradiftra. wrafpMt? de
mocracy, empiricism, and regard
for human rights into one happy
package, are engaged in the same
sort of retrospective relabeling of
things as their opponents. The word
has always been vague; it has a com

Human Limits
continued from page 3
instead treat texts as subjects. I
think this misreads the situation in
which critics who, appropriately, are
more concerned to explore how texts
work than to affirm authorial control,
seek to make distinctions. There are
many things we can say that Robert
Frost did: he composed a fascinating
little poem consisting of these words
in this order, drawing upon
traditional possibilities of form and
on some familiar images (the original
title was “Ring Around"); he
published it in a sequence entitled
“Ten Mills" in Poetry magazine in
1936, and so on (it has, in fact, a very
interesting publication history; for a
1936 collection Frost replaced this
poem with a riddle called “One
Guess, ” and then published “Ring
Around" as “The Secret Sits” in a
different group of short poems in a
1942 volume, A Witness Tree). We
can praise the com plexity he
achieved in this apparently simple
creation and speculate about what
Frost may have thought in the 1930s
or later about human activity and the
possibility of knowledge. We can
also say such things as, “Frost made
'the Secret' the subject of the second
clause " Most of the sentences in my
critical discussion, however, are not
about what Frost did but about what
the poem does or what particular
elements of the poem do.
To say, as I do, that the first line
of the poem affirms that “our"
activities are like going round and
round in a circle is to treat the line as
an actor. This is certainly a figurative
operation, but to say instead “Frost
affirm s that our activities are
circular" would be to employ a figure
with a much greater risk of distortion
—a figure which risks identifying as
Frost’s belief what is said in a line of
a poem. The figuration or animation
of the text involved in describing
parts of the poem as doing this or
that seems more neutral, less

m isleading, than figures that
tendentiously identify the poet's
thought with every statement or
implication that may appear in his
fictions. Treating parts of the poem
as actors leaves w ider possibilities
for exploring how the various
elements of the poem work together
and how they may generate
implications the author may not have
thought of. We all know that our

plex history; and it simply won’t
bear that much weight.
There are specific cases, though,
where the word is hard to dispense
with. Professor Abrams was exem
plary in the careful use he made of it.
Rather than wave "humanism" as a
flag, he tried to define “the humanist
conception of language," wliich does
make reference to human agents,
and to distinguish it from other con
ceptions, which don’t. It's hard to
think oftenninology for this distinc
tion that would he Jess divisive white

sion with the claims of apolitical
experience, rather than issuing blan
ket denials of its possibility. The
challenge that the humanities face
now, it seems to me, is to teach
students to think in a way that is
historically rigorous and socially
critical, but that also does justice to
the experience of individuals, and to
the way texts (to quote Abrams)
"appeal to our convictions about the
world and our life in that world,
implicate our moral interests, and
engage our deepest human con
cerns"

word “humanist" has already ac
quired unpleasant connotations for
a whole younger generation of aca
demics.
Insofar as this is just the fate of
a word, it doesn’t especially matter.

But the failure of analysis here is
also making it easy to dismiss unre
lated ideas— for instance, pluralist
democracy—as discredited by asso
ciation. And the presence of
“humanist" as a licensed all-pur
pose put-down threatens to make it
intolerably embarassing to talk about
individual human beings at all in a
literature class—which seems to me
a loss.
We like to imagine that we move
"beyond” old ideas, but the better
model is usually apolitical one: it's
a matter o f fmtaacmg competmg
claims, few o f which ever become
entirely invalid. Just as the strong
est argument is the one that considers
the strongest version of its antith
esis, the best political and historical
thinking remains in conscious ten

does som ehow elim inates or
denigrates authors. On the contrary,
the possibility of separating the
things this text does from the things
this author does permits very
interesting critical discussions of the
relations of texts to authors' projects.
Jacques Derrida, for example, writes
with great exuberance about Francis
Ponge, Jean G enet, M aurice
Blanchot James Joyce, and St£phane
Mallarmt), in a distinctive critical
mode that affirm s, espouses.

the literary impulse or project of the
author. In the case of Genet and
Ponge, for example, far from
presiding over the elimination of the
author, Derrida particularly explores
how these authors sign their works,
mark them as distinctively their own.
Mr. Abrams wants criticism to
celebrate authors “as purposeful
agents capable o f initiative,
intention, design, and choice” — all
of which they of course are. But it is
easier to discuss these intentions.

what a biographically defined author
deliberately intended would be to
set aside that exfoliating power —
the ability to affect readers in the
present and the future in ways an
author had not anticipated —which
literature exercises. Poets them
selves, in their references to
inspiration, to the Muse, to the crucial
role of unconsciously assimilated
rhythmical patterns in the gestation
of a work, have been the first to note
that something other than deliberate
choice oversees the production of a
text. Edgar Allan Poe, in "The
Philosophy o f C om position,”
claimed to reconstruct the series of
rational calculations and deliberate
choices which led ineluctably to a
particular poem, but no one has ever
believed his account. Even Charles
Baudelaire, Poe’s greatest admirer,
called his claim to map the choices
“im pertinent” and a piece of
"charlatanism.” The essay has been
universally rejected as an inhuman,
m echanical model of literary
composition.
The fact that the most resolute
account we have of an author behaving
as a purposive agent has been rejected
as a bizarre, inhuman fiction, should
remind us of the slipperiness of the
term human. Mr. Abrams would make
it a term of praise, as opposed to
inhuman, and link it with rationality
and responsibility, but of course it is
at the same time a name for limits,
even infirmities: “We’re all human”
reminds us that our words and actions
frequently escape us, that we are prone
to error, m iscalculation, or
forgetfulness, that insofar as we are
human, we can never he sure we are in
control of what we do. That human
should serve as the name for both
purposiveness, choice, and control
and the impossibility of control and
mastery illustrates precisely why we
have to take account of the play of
language if we are to analyze the
doings of human beings. But this is
something that literature has always
told us.

BACCHANAL (Bacchanale), Pablo Picasso
words often contains patterns,
overtones, and meanings that we
have not anticipated. A critical
vocabulary could not be responsive
to the workings of language if it
could only describe effects in the
poem by attributing them to the
decisions of the author.
The mistake here would be to
assume that talk about what the text

imitates, seeks to live up to or even
to further the projects of the authors
“My most constant interest,” he
writes, "coming even before my
philosophical interest, I should say,
if that is possible, has been directed
toward literature, toward that writing
which is called literary.” He pursues
not authorless texts but relations
between the work of these texts and
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designs, and choices pertinently if
one is not committed to under
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Crossing Disputed Borders
continued from page 7
(British) guidebooks boast that “the
old town of Londonderry is sur
rounded by the best-preserved town
walls in the United Kingdom,” walls
that are “preserved exactly as they
were in 1618.” But these same walls
and fortifications protected the
Protestant Apprentice Boys of Derry
from the advancing Jacobin army in
1689, one year before William of
Orange’s decisive victory at the
Battle of the Boyne. The Protestants
retreated to within the walled por
tion of the town, closed the four
gates allowing access, and waited
out a siege by the Catholic army,
which surrounded and bombarded
the city for 105 days.
During a tour of St. Columb’s
(Anglican) Cathedral, located just
within the walls of the old city, the
woman guide pointed with pride and
urgency to the cannonball, resting
on a pedestal in the vestibule, which
was shot over the town walls by the
Catholics during the siege. It had
contained not gunpowder but the
Catholic terms of surrender, which
the Protestants refused outright.
Toward the back of the cathedral, a
stained glass window commemo
rated the arrival of William’s relief
forces and the subsequent victory
over the Catholics. As several com
mentators have pointed out, the Siege
of 1689, a source of Ulster Protestant
pride (there is a public commemora
tio n , T he R elief o f D erry
Celebrations, each August 12), pro
vides any number of metaphors for
the entrenched attitudes in the ongo
ing conflict. These attitudes, like
the defensive fortifications around
the old town, seem preserved ex
actly as they were in the 17th century.
Even the topography of Derry
contributes its perspectives. The
walled section o f the old town is
located on a hill above the rest of the
city, an elevation which proved ad
vantageous to the town’s defenders
during the siege. The Bishop’s
Palace is located across from the
cathedral, just inside the west wall,
and the Catholic district of Bogside
lies directly below the wall at this
point to the west and south. Since
the end of the 1689 siege the Protes
tants have looked warily down from
their ecclesiastical vantage point at
the Catholics below in their inelegant
quarter. The Bishop’s Palace now,
however, has been transformed into
a garrison for the British army and
the RUC.
As I walked with my brother
along the asphalt pathway between
the walls and above Bogside, I was
struck by the number of cameras and
electronic antennae which were
mounted on and protruding over the
wall facing Bogside, keeping the
area below under constant surveil
lance. From where I stood I noticed
that the Catholics below, predictably
enough, had accommodated the
gazers above with graffiti for them
to photograph and ponder “Victory'
to the IRA” said one, and, in large
black letters, “YOU ARE NOW
EN TER IN G FREE DERRY.”
Terry, who teaches history in Paris,
had a different reaction. Ixxtkingup
at the paratroopers and surveillance
equipment on the parapets, he said,
“Now I know what the citizens of
Faubourg Saint-Antoine felt on the
morning o f July 14, when they
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looked up at the cannons of the
Bastille.”

Seeing a parable of events in presentday Ireland, Deane concludes that
Translations is essentially a play
about “the tragedy of English imperi
alism as well as of Irish nationalism.”
The play thus provided a paradigm of
ield Day premiered its first the political and psychological con
production, Brian Friel’s sequences of colonialism, a motif
Translations, at the Guild Field Day would return to, directly or
hall in Derry on Septemberindirectly,
23,
in subsequent plays.
1980. The Guildhall, which has
Over the next 12 years, Field
continued to serve as the launching Day staged three additional Friel plays
point for Field Day premieres and (Three Sisters, an original adaptation
productions, is Derry's neo-Gotbic of the Chevkov play; The Communi
city hall, located just outside the cation Cord, a farce which parodies
northern gate of the old town walls. the pieties that Translations explored;
The building seemed an auspicious and Making History, which drama
location for the production, augur tizes the problematic place of Hugh
ing a p re sen t and fu tu re O ’Neill, Earl of Tyrone, in the Irish
compatibility between local civil imagination). In addition, the com
authorities and the aspirations of pany
prem iered and toured
the new theater company. Such has adaptations from Sophocles by Tom
proved the case for over a decade. Paulin and Seamus Heaney (The Riot
To clarify Field Day’s goals Act, Paulin’s version of Antigone,
and intentions, the company, in a and Heaney’s The Cure at Troy, a
program note to the play, pointed to version o f Philoctetes). Derek
several OED definitions of “field- Mahon, who ranks with Heaney as
day”: “a day on which troops are one of Ireland’s best poets, translated
drawn up for exercise in field evo Moliere’s The School fo r Husbands
lution; a military’ review, a day especially for Field Day production,
occupied with brilliant and excit and it was staged under the title High
ing events.” For those who saw Time. There have also been produc
Field Day’s activities solely in po tions of plays by Thomas Kilroy,
litical terms, the initial meaning Stewart Parker, the South African
implied an aggressive reconsidera playwright Athol Fugard, and the
tion of the crisis in Ireland; others, English critic/playw right Terry
more interested in the dramatic Eagleton. Stephen Rea has been in
productions themselves, empha volved in many of these productions
siz e d the th e a tric a l and as either actor or director.
As even this brief recitation indi
camivalesque connotations of the
brilliant and exciting events. In cates, the Field Day Theatre has in its
any event, this was to be political short history been extremely active;
theater.
it has stimulated, enabled and brought
Translations, probably the to production a wide range of original
com pany’s most successful and Irish drama and adaptation, which
warmly received play, is germane the company in turn has carried
to the Field Day project. Like many throughout Ireland, north and south
of the original dramas subsequently (a number of the plays have gone on
staged, the play has as its back to London after their Irish tour). For
ground a period of crisis in the Irish the most part, the plays have been
national identity, in this case the warmly embraced by Irish audiences,
moment when the Irish language and it seems likely that, had Field
was in its final decline. Set in the Day limited its activities to the stage,
Donegal of the 1830s, and more it would have been primarily seen,
particularly the tow nland of and praised as an exemplary’ form of
Ballybeg (the setting of many of political theater, in the broadest sense
Friel’s plays), the play explores the of that term, dedicated to rethinking
ways the family of a hedge-school the ongoing crisis of Ireland.
master who teaches Latin and Greek
But along with its theatrical pro
classics through the Irish language ductions, Field Day has sponsored a
respond to this linguistic and cul series of pamphlets addressing the
tural disintegration. The new political, social, and cultural context
national school system, in which of Ireland. These pamphlets, issued
English will be the language of in five separate three-pamphlet sets
instruction, will soon displace the for a total of fifteen to date, place the
Irish language hedge-school, and current political situation in Ireland,
the British Army Engineer Craps is at times quite trenchantly, within a
in the midst of the ordnance survey historical and literary’ context which
of Ireland, mapping and renaming has provoked something of an out
the whole country as part of its right war in Irish intellectual circles.
policy of anglicization.
Seamus Deane, who has written
Seamus Deane, introducing a two pamphlets (“Civilians and Bar
1984 selection of Friel’s plays, barians” and “Heroic Styles: The
places the work in the context of Tradition of an Idea”), irreverently,
Field Day’s larger concern with the and at times angrily, attacked the
political nature of language:
proponents of the Irish Literary Re
vival in the early part of the century.
The subsequent events fa/Transla- At one point, he equates the Revival
tions/ demonstrate once more the ists, and especially W. B. Yeats with
salience o f the connection between his advocacy of an aristocratic notion
language (its loss and its mastery) of the Protestant Ascendancy, with
and politics (its violence and its au intellectual bandits who, having
thority).... The crisis he is concerned looted the coffers of Irish wealth and
with is a crisis both o f language and property in earlier centuries, had re
o f civilization and it is experienced turned to usurp Irish culture. Even
directly by people who are trapped further, drawing on the insights of
within the confines o f a place and an contemporary criticism, he denies the
attitude o f mindfrom which there is possibility o f an “csscntialist” ap
no escape.
proach to Irish identity, be it Unionist

F

or Nationalist. These approaches, criticism to task for deferring too
rooted in the literary works of Yeats readily to republican nationalist
and Joyce, among others, must be myths, Longley posits an inherent
radically revised, and the works opposition between nationalism and
themselves radically reread, in or feminism: “As a general rule: the
der to more clearly understand the more Republican, the less Feminist”
forces that shape contemporary Irish
But Longley's criticisms do not
thinking.
adequately address the range of Field
The controversy ignited by these Day publication and production. In
pamphlets, along with others by 1985 Field Day published its third
Richard Kearney (“Myth and Moth set of pamphlets devoted to “The
erlan d ” ) and D eclan K iberd Protestant Idea of Liberty ." Two of
(“Anglo-Irish Attitudes”) which the essays (“Liberty and Authority
proposed sim ilarly sw eeping in Ireland” by Terence Brown, of
reevaluations of ideologically- T rinity C ollege, D ublin, and
blinded Irish thinking, has been “Watchmen in Sion: The Protestant
widespread. Sympathetic critics like Idea of Liberty” by Marianne Elliott,
Denis Donoghue and even fellow a research fellow at the University’
Field Day director Seamus Heaney of Liverpool) sympathetically ex
stepped forward to defend Yeats amine the libertarian tradition of
(Heaney's introduction to the sec Protestantism, and more specifically
tion on Yeats in the Field Day- Presbyterianism, in Irish history. Ihe
Anthology itself is an eloquent reaf third, “Liberty and Authority in Ire
firmation of Yeats’s achievement). land” written by Robert McCartney,
Others were considerably more an Ulster Member of Parliament,
contrasts the enlightenment ideal of
brutal.
Conor Cruise O ’Brien, while individual liberty with the Irish Re
acknowledging the capabilities of public's Catholic authoritarian brand
Deane and Kearney in a 1985 TLS of democracy, and particularly with
review, condemned their type of its laws limiting divorce, contra
analysis as simply a new form of ception, and abortion.
In 1988 Field Day premiered
Irish cultural nationalism. Rather
than writing from the perspective of and toured the Protestant playwright
the “fifth province” (a term Kearney Stewart Parker’s Pentecost, a play
had coined to indicate an ideal, de set against the Ulster W orkers
tached viewpoint from which one Council strike in 1974 and the fall of
might comment on the operations of the power-sharing executive. Also
the four traditional provinces of in 1988, Field Day published its
Ireland), these writers were blinded fifth set of pamphlets under the
by an “anti-colonial” ideology of heading “Nationalism, Colonialism
their own. For O'Brien, this brand and Literature.” For the first time,
of politics was “larded with Third the writers were non-Irish, and the
Worldly quotations from the school extension of the discussion beyond
of Frantz Fanon” and “really good Ireland seemed preemptively non
old Catholic Irish nationalism in partisan.
All three of the contributors,
trendy gear." To round out the
diatribe, O ’Brien saw Deane and Terry Eagleton, Fredric Jameson,
thinkers like him as simply the latest and Edward Said are distinguished
generation of “the literary side of the literary theoreticians, highly visible
movement,” witting or unwitting in England and the US, and their
dupes of the IRA.
willingness to analyze Ireland in the
erhaps the most persistent and co n tex t o f m odernism and
incisive critic of Deane in postcolonial literary theory provided
particular and Field Day in an international focus and authority
general has been Edna Longley,
for the Field Day project. Still, the
Professor of English at Queens Uni importation o f experts prompted
versity, Belfast. Dismissing the Edna Longley to emphasize these
pamphlets as “old whines in new “foreign” critics’ lack of expertise
bottles,” she too characterizes Field in issues specifically Irish (“The lat
Day in terms of a narrow and divi est trio [of pamphlets] was written
sive cultural nationalism, one which by foreign literary critics better ac
too readily excludes Protestant Ul quainted with general theories of
ster in its definition of Irish culture. colonialism than with Ireland after
Almost in rebuttal to the Field Day 1922”).
plays and pamphlets, she edited an
In a more truculent review in
anthology o f essays, A cross a Fortnight, Colm Toibin saw the
Roaring Hill: The Protestant Imagi pamphlets in particular and Field
nation in Modern Ireland (1985), Day in general as being bookishly
and, in Poetry in the Wars (1986), anachronistic, “untouched by the
she takes direct aim at F riel’s interplay between Ireland and mod
Translations, arguing that the play ern capitalism , m ultinational
repeats rather than examines nation industry’, and rock’n ’roll.” After
alist myths of the past “When Friel’s caustically excerpting passages from
soldier-researchers deploy un-his- all three pamphlets, Toibin focuses
torical bayonets after Lieutenant his scorn on Eagleton:
Yolland goes missing, his subject is
the behavior of British troops in the Like a number o f English writers on
Catholic ghettoes of Belfast and the left, he wants to side with "un
Derry during the 1970s.”
couth ” Ireland. How odd that he
More recently, in her feminist doesn ’t view this as a new, refined
From Cathleen to Anorexia: The sort o f colonialism. It is too much to
Breakdown o f Irelands (1991), expect, perhaps, that he would ever
Longley characterizes Field Day an understand how patronising and
example of “Ancient Orders of contemptuous the phrase “the Irish ’’
Hibernian Male-Bonding” and as in his pamphlet sounds to an Irish
serts that Field Day’s production of reader.
Terry E agleton’s Saint Oscar
“looked out of date in Dublin be (Ironically enough, Eagleton, in his
cause it was an instance of the preface to Saint Oscar, published by
re-im ported N ationalist propa Field Day the next year, identifies
ganda.” More broadly, after taking himself as hav ing grown up in an Irish
Eavan Boland’s poetry and feminist
continues on page 15
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working-class family in England.)
At least one of the pamphlets,
though, illustrates Field Day’s ca
pacity for self-analysis. Said’s essay,
“Yeats and Decolonization," pro
vides both praise and criticism for
Deane’s analysis of Yeats's cultural
usurpation in his earlier pamphlets.
While acknowledging Yeats’s later
attraction to fascism. Said sees him
as an exemplary model o f a poet
who provided his community with
the initial means to free themselves
imaginatively from the yoke of their
imperialist oppressor. Deane, not
quite conceding the case in a preface
to the set points out “The Yeats tliat
other colonial countries experience
is not necessarily llie Yeats Ireland
experiences now.”
For all the clamor about Field
Day's exclusivity or bias, then, they
have in fact incorporated a variety of
points of view, sometimes directly
at odds with one another. Field
Day’s recent publication. Revising
tlie Rising (1991), a collection of
essays reevaluating Ireland's under
standing of its own revolution, has
contributions by both Deane and
Eongley, each staking out and de
veloping a different angle of analysis.
If nothing else, the collection dem
onstrates a willingness to agree to
disagree, at least within the covers
of the same btxik.
Still, what would seem in
America like an academic squabble
among overbearing critics has a
different resonance in Ireland. Un
like the philosophical huffing and
political posturing that characterize
American arguments over New
Historicism, deconstruction, or the
Great Books curriculum, these is
sues count for the participants,
sometimes fatally, in the streets as
well as in the seminar rooms.
Seamus Ileaney, in “The Flight
Path," a poem published this past
winter in The Threepenny Review,
captures both the immediacy and
the anguish of occupying one’s own
ground in the midst of warring fac
tions. In one section of tire poem, he
recounts the dressing down he re
ceived from British plainclothes
agents at the airport when, as a boozy
joke, he had w ritten on his
Embarcation Card under Purpose of
Visit: “TO EDUCATE (IF’ POSS.)
SOME ENGLISH PEOPLE.” In
the next section, however, he re
counts meeting on the train to Belfast
an old schoolfriend involved with
the IRA. In a recurrent dream he had
imagined that this person would ask
him to take part in a bombing, but
here on the train the demand is more
corrosively modest:

the large lecture halls with their de
scending semicircular tiers of desks
were empty, and the main fit Kir was
filled with students moving between
classes. The posters on the wall
indicated that a campaign for stu
dent government was under way,
and groups of students were milling
around tables for one candidate or
another.
In Ireland, as in other countries,
it was also International Women’s
Month, and there were conference
and workshop schedules placarded
on the walls. One conference posed
the question, “Is Male Feminism
Possible?” while another, under the
funny, and defiant, rubric UP
YOURS, announced a workshop on
female contraception. It seemed as
if everyone was talking or arguing
intently, and it had been a long time
since I'd seen this many under
g ra d u a te s, co n fid e n tly and
irreverently, actually talking about,
involved in issues. It reminded me
of CCNY when I was there in the
60s, and, even though I hadn't been
sure what to expect when 1 arrived
here, I realized that I had, at some
level, adjusted a previous under
standing of the school.
I remembered the last time I was
in Ireland with my wife and two
boys that we had, just off the over
night flight into Shannon, stopped at
a little restaurant in Limerick for
breakfast. Laura, a feminist who
describes her ethnic origins as Heinz
57, had wondered how my Irish
relatives would greet her. Then she
noticed the Family Planning Clinic
across the street, and she tcxi ad
justed whatever as yet undefined
notion of Ireland she had carried
over with her.
Now it was four years later, and
during that time the country had
been tom by the scandal surround
ing the teenage girl who, having
been raped and made pregnant by
her girlfriend's father, had been ini
tially prevented by the authorities
from obtaining an abortion in Eng
land. There's no Roe v. Wade in
Ireland, and, given the close alliance
of Church and State in the country,
it’s difficult to imagine such an op
tion in the near future. Still, as the
public furor and grief over the affair
demonstrated, there are fundamen
tal changes taking place in Irish
culture, and the altered roles and
expectations of women here are
sending tremors through tire Repub
lic, right down to its Catholic
bedrock.
I’d come to interview Seamus
Deane, who, in addition to being one
of tire Field Day directors, is also the
General Editor of the Field Day
Anthology o f Irish Writing, the
Naturally he sits down/Oppo- massive three-volume, 4000-page
site and goesfor me head on. “ WhenJ anthology of Irish writing of the past
fo r fu ck's sake, are you going to 1400 years. I had first seen the
write/Something fo r us ? ” “I f I do anthology publicized by Norton at
write something, "/(This is one line 1 die 1991 MLA in San Francisco,
remember clearly)/" It'II be fo r me, and 1 was impressed by die range of
not you or anybody/About to tell me editorial talent that Deane had as
what I should be writing. ”
sembled. There were, including
Deane himself, a total of 22 editors,
drawn from universities in Ireland,
England, Canada, and Australia. The
niversity College Dublin only editor with an American aca
has m oved from St. demic appointment was Seamus
Stephen's Green in down l leancy, who is the Boylston lYofestown Dublin to the Stillorgan
sorsub
of Rhetoric at Harvard.
urb of Belfield, and the new campus
At first 1 tried to diink of some
reminded me of the glass-and- American scholars who might have
poured-concrete SUNY centers at contributed to this work, but, as I
Stony Brook and Binghamton. In discovered later, pursuing some
side the huge Arts building, though, leads I found in the anthology itself.
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remapping of Irish culture, language,
and education by external forces,
the Field Day Anthology consciously
set out to redraw the map of Irish
writing. It did not intend to establish
a new canon as such but to place
Irish writers, especially those who
have long been seen in an English or
British tradition, within a new and
open-ended Irish context.
While I was sympathetic to the
project, there seemed to be some
thing circular in Deane’s description.
I pointed out that, in his introduc
tion, Deane had written that the
A recent book, like Hugh Kenner's A
anthology was “engaged in an act of
('older Eye, exploits the whimsical
definition,
rather than a definitive
Irishness o f the writers in a particuact,”
but
surely
at some level there
larlv inane and offensive manner.
was
an
implicit claim to
The point is not simply
comprehensiveness
and
that the Irish are differ
authority. Anticipating
ent. It is that they are
some abstract, theoreti
absurdly different be
cal
justification for his
cause o f the disabling, if
m
ethodology,
I was
fascinating, separation
completely
disarmed
by
between their notion of
Deane’s
response.
“At
reality and that o f every
some point," he said with
body else.
an almost straight face,
In a 1985 TLS essay,
"you have to engage in
Edna Eongley, in a rare
deliberate disingenuous
moment of unanimity
ness.”
with Deane, saw much
Given tire urgency of
the same distortion in
the
violence
in Northern
Kenner’s book. “Let us
Ireland,
the
political
hope," she says quoting
stagnation,
and
the cul
a particularly annoying
tural
confusion,
it was
excerpt, “that Hugh
necessary
at
some
point
Kenner’s A Colder Eye
to
intervene,
to
deal
with
is the last gasp of
the
situation
at
hand.
I in
condescending irre 
turn
suggested
that
such
sponsibility: ‘There
an act, according to
dances before the mind
William James’s criteria
an ideal academicism,
Photograph:
Derek
Spiers
for pragm atic action,
manipulated from Ire
m ade perfect sense.
land, founded wholly on
Seamus Deane, Director of Field Day
Deane, while accepting
dial have had their origin over pints specifically about the Field Day the analogy, immediately corrected
of porter.’" Exhibiting no patience Anthology and its place in the Field it. “No, it doesn't make perfect
with this Blather-cum-Guinness Day project. I was quite excited sense; it makes some sense. That’s
school of Irish criticism, Longlcy about the anthology, and my re why there are objections to the
concludes, “There dances before the sponse to what I had read so far was w ork"
I knew that some of the objec
mind a vision of Hugh Kenner boiled mostly gratitude.
For my part, I was more inter tions had to do with the anthology’s
in oil."
Unfortunately, when the Field ested in the anthology as a teacher apparent exclusion of women writ
Day Anthology received front-page than as a belligerent in political or ers. In a recent issue of Colby
coverage in the New York Times Book academic hostilities. I thought the Quarterly (December 1992), poets
Review ( January 26, 1992), the re framing introductions and textual Paula Meehan and Joan Breen both
viewer was none other dian Hugh annotations to the various periods complained about the anthology’s
Kenner. Donning a leprechaun cos and authors extremely helpful, and lack of representation of contempo
tume (the title of the review was virtually indispensable to anyone rary women poets. Neither, however,
“There's Music in the Ould Sod not from Ireland who might want to seemed aware, as Colette Nelis had
Yet”), Kenner indulged in some pre use the anthology in a classroom. informed me in Derry, that Field
dictable, if mean-spirited, pay back. The section, “Challenging the Day had announced last August a
After devoung several paragraphs to Canon: Revisionism and Cultural fourth volume of the anthology to be
various ways one might spell or pro Criticism," provided what seemed a dedicated to “literary and oral mate
nounce “Cu Chulainn,” faulting the broad and even-handed spectrum of ria l by w om en, and on
editors for not being more helpful the current critical conflict. Even representations of women, in both
with anglicizing Gaelic names, better, some of the “discoveries” I Irish and English, over the past 1400
Kenner goes on to quote a number of made along the way were real gifts years.” Deane, together with a panel
sentimental 19th-century poems, (after reading John M cGahem's of eight women from universities in
implying that they represented the "Korea," I ransacked the library for Dublin, Belfast, Sussex, Warwick,
and Essex, was currently inviting
quality of writing throughout the the rest of his fiction).
volumes. His conclusion hardly dis
eane first spoke about his contributions from feminist histori
and the other directors’ ini ans and critics.
guises itself as faint praise:
I was concerned with the Field
tial involvement in Field
DayinAnthology's accessibility in
Day. He had known Brian Friel
One could wish throughout for bet
ter proofreading, also for some sense Derry, and he had gone to school America, and more specifically its
o f what doesn 't need annotating, also with Seamus Heaney. But beyond potential use in American colleges
for a scheme o f cross-references that the personal friendships, as artists and universities, so I asked about
would tell us how the Irish original they and the other directors all shared plans for a paperback edition. As it
for this in Volume Two is available in a sense that they had to address the now stands, you have to buy the
Volume One. Still, if you're inter intolerable violence and political entire boxed set from Norton, who
ested at all in Ireland, forgo two paralysis that characterized their republished it from Field Day, for
culture and society. The anthology $150. For all intents and purposes,
meals on the town and buy the set.
had been a part o f the Field Day that eliminates it as a classroom text.
Without recourse to the work project early on, and it was, accord Deane responded that there were
itself, American readers (for better ing to Deane, an extension of the indeed provisions for a paperback
and for worse, the New York Times theatrical productions and the pam edition with Norton, but he couldn’t
predict an exact date. Under ideal
Book Review>is king of the hill) were phlets.
Using an analogy with Uriel's circumstances, he would like to
left with the impression that the Field
Day Anthology was a sentimental, Translations, Deane spoke of the publish Volume Four first, then a
but basically bungled, attempt by anthology as an "intervention." Just paperback edition of the complete
see Crossing, page 16
Irish amateurs to serve up a stew of as Friel’s play was a response to the
all is not well in Irish-American lit
erary reladons. Too frequendy, it
seems, American scholars have been
willing to gild or distort their analy
ses of Irish literature with sentimental
or demeaning preconcepdons about
the “Irishness" of the works. Deane
wrote specifically against such an
“essentialist" definition of Irish lit
erature, and in his pamphlet, “Heroic
Styles: The Tradidon of an Idea," he
desecrated one of the American high
priests of modernism:

their own concoction. If anyone
was teary-eyed enough to buy it, the
anthology might have the literary
worth of a ample of Big Macs. That
the Times would parcel out this as
signment to Kenner indicates how
litde it understood of Kenner’s
reputation (or anything else) in Ire
land, at least among the new
generation of scholars.
Deane welcomed me into his
office, part of the English Depart
ment complex on the second floor,
and I explained tire purpose of my
visit. My main interest in Irish
literature had to do with contempo
rary Irish poetry, including Deane’s
own, but 1 wanted to speak with him
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E-Mail Doux
continued from page 4
animated language gag. Several
other mints' characters serve the same
function and, like Paola, become old
jokes after their first two or three
appearances. In minor characters
this might be forgivable, but the
most persistent source of unfailingly
glib talk is Beck, Dan’s roommate.
Beck is supposed to be the voice of
both cynicism and reason, calling
Dan back to reality when his
ro m antic hopes o bscure the
potentially hurtful realities of his
situation with regard to Bou and
Margot. Here he is berating Dan,
who has just returned from his first
night with Bou:
“ You and Bou go fu>bbling into
the night like a couple o f dogs in
season. Leave me to take care o f
your friends. I don’t mind... There's
one question l do have. Is it ‘cause
she's queer that Bou thinks she can
jump you and it doesn 7 even count ?
No demerits, maybe even a Nature
Discovery badge?...Correct me if
I'm wrong, but d id n't you and
Margot just do lunch? Didn 7 you
promise her you wanted only the
best fo r her and Bou?...Let's face it
Dan. Your halls won this round
hands down. Whatever reptilian
bundle you use fo r brain was
dism issed after supper. Come
midnight. Sir Tallywhacker walked
o ff with the door prize...Adorable,
that’s what you are. A genuine Don
Juanberg...Hey, Cassanovsky! I'm
talking to you! ”

Crossing Disputed Borders

consolidating its software division
continued from page 15
with a similar plant in Scotland.
four-volume set.
Since Deane was heading out to There were suspicions that Britain
deliver a lecture, I quickly asked had secretly offered Digital tax inc e n ti v e s
to
him about future
influence the con
activities o f Field
solidation, and
Day. He thought
re c rim in a tio n s
Field Day might
that the Irish gov
concentrate some
ernment had not
of its future ener
done more to save
gies in publishing.
the jobs. As had
He could imagine
happened often in
Field Day bring
the past, emigra
ing out six or seven
tion once more
volumes each year
seemed the only
on relevant liter
p ath open to
ary, cultural, and
young Irish men
political issues. 1
and women, and I
had some ques
w ondered what
tions about what
Guildhall, Derry
would become of
seemed a backing
the students I had
away from the
theater production (Brian Friel had seen at IJCD.
The next week in New York it
decided to open his Dancing at
Lughnasa at the Abbey in Dublin was still hard winter. There had
rather than the Guildhall in Derry, been squalls in the West and Mid
and there was no Field Day theatri west, and there were predictions of a
cal production scheduled in 1993), large-scale blizzard coming up from
but I know what it’s like shifting the South to blanket the Northeast.
gears from office to lecture and That hadn’t stopped anyone, though,
from getting ready for the Saint
thanked him for his time.
As 1 drove north from Dublin Patrick Day parades. In (lie city the
back to the border where my cousins political duel between M ayor
live, the daffodils were still in full Dinkins and Cardinal O’Gonnor had
bloom, but the news on the radio ended in favor of the Cardinal. The
was not good. Digital, the American parade permit would be given to the
computer company which has an Ancient Order of Hibernians, and
b
assembly plant in Galway, had laid they Would decide who was allowed
off 800 workers— and that in a city to march or not march up Fifth Av
Heather C. White is a writer who which already had an unemploy enue. Reasoning dial the parade
ment rate of 20%— in favor of was a religious rather than a public
lives in Ithaca.

N ature D iscovery badge...S ir
Tally w hacker...D on Juanberg...
C assanovsky...enough already.
Beck’s favorite mode of discourse is
overblown, ironic soliloquy, and
nearly every time he has something
to say the reader is treated to a
generous helping of his facile speech
making. Of course, Beck is supposed
to be overbearing and annoyingly
brilliant, but knowing that doesn’t
compensate the reader for having to
live through it, especially since Beck
is one fourth of the emotional heart
of the novel. His few moments of
s e lf- re v e la tio n
rin g
fa lse ,
undercutting whatever claim the
novel has on the reader’s emotional
engagement in the story.
When Dan insists on how much
Beck loved all three of them, one has
to wonder where he got such an idea
and why he hangs on to it so
tenaciously. One wonders, in the
end, why he hangs on to the
experience of Paris at all, and
whether it is worth the time it takes
to re-live it with him. Had Kafka
chosen to dispense with everything
but Dan’s electronic mail letters, the
story would have lost a few good
lines, a lot of nostalgia, and a
superabundance of cleverness which
turns what should have been light
hearted into what is forgettable.

celebration, the Ancient Order de
clared the gays and lesbians who
had petitioned to march under their
own banner would not be permitted
to do so, even though a similar group
was to be included in the march in
Dublin.
I thought back to the Ireland I
had just left, the Ireland of Newry,
Derry, and Dublin, and considered
the Ireland about to be celebrated in
Chicago and Cleveland, Syracuse,
and New York. In this country, it
seems an essential Irishness does
exist, which almost all Americans
are invited to share in once a year
From university literary circles to
bars in the Bronx, it’s a twinkling
mixture of shamrocks and malarkey,
a kind of green beer to be hoisted or
wept into on Saint Patrick's Day.
Thinking back to the politics of
Ireland's north and the economics
o f the south, I remembered the
forecast. Yes, the newspapers were
right: snow was general all over
America

*

Kevin Murphy is a professor in the
English department at Ithaca Col
lege.
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Original Flakes
continued from page I f
Doesn't the inclusion of historical
photos in Wellville tend to blur those
boundaries?
TCB: I insisted on the photographs.
1 found them. They come from the
Battle Creek sanitarium promotional
book that Dr. Kellogg published
around 1907, and then updated a
few times. It's a book of. maybe,
150 pages. Rare now, but you can
find it in big libraries, l'ull o f
photographs, and an explanation of
Kellogg's methods and treatments—
basically promotional information
The pictures in the hook of some of
the treatments are hilarious. I mean,
looking at the pictures, I burst into
laughter— die preposterous things
they were doing to people in the
name of health and science.
I’ve never had pictures in a lxx>k
before I just fell that they were so
wonderful, so rich and hilarious, that
they had to be there. It they give the
book some historical verisimilitude,
so much the better. I didn't select
them to reinforce my world: I
selected them to show that this is a
satiric look at this world.
SH: Looking at those pictures, I
wonder that more people didn't die
of the treatments.
TCB: On the other hand, the use of
water therapy, heat therapy, the
Jacuzzi kind of thing , all tliat stuff is
current today, and is good. As a

satirist, though, I am questioning (lie
idea of* allow ing som eone to
dominate our lives—we had the
recent tragedy in Waco. Texas, as an
example of people giving themselves
over to someone else's wisdom. I'd
like the reader to think, “Well,
perhaps 1 should think twice about
this treatment, or this religion, or
this political party.” You know?
That's my take on it. Obviously,
John Harvey Kellogg developed
many good things, and someone
could write a novel ;ibout him as the
saint and salvation of the human
race, one of the foundations and
bulwarks of medical science today.
Fine! That's not my interest. My
interest is looking at the side that
m ig h t
have
sm a c k e d
of
totalitarianism and quackery.
SH : Will you be writing the
screenplay?
TCB: The screenplay is already
w ritten, signed, sealed, and
delivered—by Alan Parker himself
H e's a terrific man, who within a
month of acquiring the manuscript
of my book, already knew as much
about the subject as I did. 1le liad his
people searching Battle ( reck. They
found some of the original sinusoidal
c h a irs , and
the
d o c to r 's
orthopedically correct chairs— a
whole trove of that stuff. I think he'll
do a good job on the movie. It'll be
different from the book. I'm sure.
see Health Flakes, page 20

from
IIA

The Road to Wellville
the yogurt bacterium, collected in
Bulgana expressly for the Sanitarium
and available only here. In time, we
will eradicate the harmful bacteria
from your colon and repopulate it
with a bloom of health-giving flora,
so that you can properly digest your
food. Stick to the dietary, stick to
the exercise regimen, and your
stomach problems will be a thing of
the past.
Three m onths, Mr.
Lightbody. In three months ’ time,
sir, yo u 'll be a new man . "
The interview was ending. The
fact alone perked Will up. Added
to that was this glim m er of hope,
this shining vision of the sanitized
colon and the quiescent stomach.
He rose from the chair and ven
tured a jo k e o f his own. "Three
months and I'll be on the Road to
Wellville. eh ?"
The words were barely out of
his mouth when Will realized he ’d
made a mistake. A pall fell over
the room. The Doctor went rigid;...
"What?" Will said, straining against
his grin o f embarrassment. "Did I
sa y something wrong?"
A terrible, crippled moment
limped by. “We don't speak cant
here, sir, " the Doctor finally said, his
mouth drawn up tight. "Not in this
institution. Cheap slogan-mongering, that's all it is. An attempt by an
individual who. who "
For the first time in their brief
acquaintance, the Doctor seemed
at a loss for words. And his color-

« yes. Yes. ye s," Dr. Kellogg

Z j murmured, sw inging back

i

1 around. “We ‘re going to start
you out, for the first three days, on
psyllium seeds and hijiki. The
psyllium, which you will take as if it
were a medication— this is a pre
scription. sir. and I'm afraid I will
brook no deviation from it and no
nonsense with the dieticians in the
dining hall— the psyllium, as I say,
is hygroscopic; that is. it absorbs
water and will expand in your stom
ach, scouring you out as it passes
through you just as surely as if a tiny
army o f janitors were down there
equipped with tiny scrub brushes.
The same with the hijiki. a Japanese
seaweed introduced to me by Dr.
Tomoda, o f the Imperial School of
Medicine in Kyoto. Perfectly indi
gestible. Like eating a broom— but
that broom will sweep you clean.
Mr. Lightbody. sweep you clean.
Then we put you on the milk diet."
Will was confused. Yogurt,
milk, seaweed: what about food?
"The milk die t?"
"Oh, ye s : I'm sorry. The y o
gurt, for the m ost part, will be
entering you from the posterior
end. in a sort of two-pronged as
sault. as it w ere."... "That's where
Nurse Bloethal com es in ,” the
Doctor continued. "Twice a day.
in addition to your postprandial
enemas, y o u ’ll be getting a co
lonic injection o f whey and
Lactobacillus bulgaricus— that is,

Life Before Birth

a

9

D is c o v e r th e fa s c in a tin g w o n d e rs o f o u r p re n a ta l o rig in s ,
a n d th e c h a lle n g e s o f In d e p e n d e n t life .
i
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the pink glow of blessed flesh, of
carefree, dalsy-thpplng health, had
been supplanted by an ugly redden
ing, the angry bruised shade o f a
sausage about to burst in the pan.
All at once it came to Will: The Road
to Wellville. This wasn't one of the
Doctor's slogans, not at all— it was
C.W. Post’s. Each twenty-five-cent
package of that bumt-weed powder
he sold as a coffee substitute
contained a tub-thumping, posi
tive-thinking, self-congratulatory
pam phlet reprising the uplifting
story of how "The Captain" had got
himself well and made his fortune.
And what was the title of that pam
phlet? What was the catchword it
had put on the lips o f every man,
woman and child in America?
Will had made a faux pas. But
how could you blame him ? Until
Eleanor had come under the spell
o f the good Doctor, the whole lot
o f raw-fooders, oat-bran nuts,
antivivisectlonlsts, Indian fakirs,
nudists and the like had seem ed
indistinguishable to him, fish out
of the same barrel. "C. IV. P o st,"
Will offered.
The Doctor was aflame, all his
burners lit. He tore the eyeshade
from his head and flung it down on
the table like a gauntlet. "IVe do
not mention that name in this insti
tution, " he thundered, hammering
at each word as if he were driving
nails. "Ever."
-T . Coraghessan Boyle
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Double Trouble
continued from page 8
My brutality will be measured
against their righteousness and I
shall hang by my neck until I am
dead. And what will / say to the
court, after I have been judged and
found guilty by my enemy? Will I
invoke as my justification the
millennial history o f degrading,
humiliating, terrifying, savage,
murderous ami-semitism? Will I
repeat the story o f our claim on this
land, the millennial history o f Jew
ish settlement here? Will I invoke
the horrors o f the Holocaust? Ab
solutely not. I don't justify myself in
this way now and I will not stoop to
doing it then. I will not plead the
simple truth: "I am a tribesman
who stood with his tribe . .. . I will
offer no stirring rhetoric when I am
asked by the court to speak my last
words but will tell my judges only
this: "l did what I did to you be
cause l did what I did to you. ”

absence of all sentimentality, it is a
remarkable speech, to which Roth
the character yields, even as Roth the
author stands back and distributes
arguments with an even hand, if not
positively tilting toward Palestinian
appeals for justice. Having heard out
Smilesburger, die man who will not
stoop to justify, Roth the character
agrees to carry out a mission for the
Mossad, presumably to do what he
will do because it is what he will do.
Having yielded to as pure an
expression of raison d'etat as you will
ever hem, what precisely has Roth
agreed to do? Since Roth the novelist
claims to have excised the actual
Operation Shylock from the book,
under the guise of saving himself
some unpleasantness from the
Mossad, the usual supposition is that,
disguised as his imitator, Roth/l*ipik.
and dicrefore accessible to the circle
of anti-Zionist bankrolled in Athens, Jews presumably high in their
ranks, he is sent to spy on die Shylocks
In its nakedness and absolute and finger them for Smilesburger

r William Wittlin, M.D. T
Board Certified Psychiatrist
Announces the opening of his practice.
Limited to psychotherapy.

THE
FRAME
SH O P

Psychoanalytic psychotherapy for
adults, adolescents and families.

and his cohorts. Clearly it is not a
mere fact-finding mission. Smiles
burger is not simply a spy; he is a
state-employed assassin, who at one
point boasts o f the assistants who
plucked Roth off the street for an
interview: "“ They play cards and
diey smoke cigarettes. Occasionally
they kill someone . . . '" There is no
ambiguity about Smilesburger"s
function in Israeli intelligence or
what he is asking Rodi to do: put die
finger on certain wealthy European
Jews who are bankrolling the PLO
so that Smilesburger may order their
killing.
Roth assents, undertakes the
mission, satisfies the Mossad, but is
warned later in New York, by
Smilesburger himself, after seeing a
draft of his novel. "It is not a quiet
book you've written—it is a suicidal
book, even within the extremely
Jewish stance you assume.” Roth
the character heeds the warning,
excises the offending chapter, and
appends this disclaimer to die hook:

"This book is a work of fiction . . . ing. And not since The Anatomy
any resemblance to actual events or Lesson in 1983 had he unleashed
locales or persons, living or dead, is that dybbuk-in-residence diat knows
entirely coincidental. This confes no limits and is willing to risk driv
sion is false.” Then Rodi the writer ing his characters insane in order to
goes on radio (NPR) and to the press unlock his own abundant and
widi declarations that his hook is 98 careening imagination. I'm happy
to report that Rodi's flirtadon widi
percent based on fact.
Is diere any wonder that a few sobriety has been put on hold.
T his surrender to the surreal,
readers are skeptical? I am myself,
but then I also balk at the news that being marketed as an encounter widi
J. Edgar Hoover was seen at a the real, is a strongly conceived ;uid
Washington party in a black taffeta executed piece of writing. Whedier
dress. What we need not be skepucal it is Roth's life or not. I know of no
of is the book itself. Re it 98 or 9.8 novel that has more cunningly pre
percent true. Operation Shylock: A pared its audience for its sequel, in
Confession is a delicious perform which Roth promises to give yet
ance. delicious in itself and for its another demonstration of his dis
provocations. I'd begun to worry dain for caution and moderation
that after his last three books. The Will it also be death- defying? No
Facts (1988), Deception: A Novel one can promise that, but you can be
(1990) , and Patrimony: A True Store sure that Roth w ill be performing, as
(1991) . Roth had said farewell to all he always does, without a net.
that had been reckless and
unaccommodating in him. Only The
Counterlife in die 1980s. had given Mark Shechner is a writer who lives
any hint of the old demonic imagin in Buffalo.
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Beyond Individualism
continued from page 12
community) and gesellschaft (a
relationship based on rational selfinterest), he packs the text full of
examples of communitarian themes
in daily life.
But sometimes
Etzioni’s examples are dangerously
simplistic, as when he uses the
Huxtables—the happy upper-middle
class family portrayed in NBC’s
“The Cosby Show"— to illustrate
the ideal family.
As an exhortation for people to
join him in his crusade, the book
falls short of Etzioni’s usual ability.
U nfortunately, the contagious
excitement normally conveyed in
his heavy German accent is absent
from these pages. He does present a
vivid image of the kind of campaign
he wants to create by way of
com parison to another social
m ovem ent that has produced
significant changes in American
society:
“The com m unitarian
movement,” he proclaims, “is an
environmental movement dedicated

to the betterment of our moral, social
and p o litica l en v iro n m en t."
Americans can relate to the sacrifices
they have made on many levels in
the name of environmentalism—
from recycling in the home, to paying
higher energy taxes, to limiting the
use of certain public lands. In
communitarian “how to” chapters
interspersed throughout the book,
Etzioni lays out many commitments
individuals can make to save their
m oral, social, and po litical
environments: arriving home from
work in time for the family meal;
organizing a social event to bring
people together for a larger cause,
such as a service vacation; using
careers as communitarian platforms
through pro bono work and taking
responsibility for em ployees;
redesigning cities and suburbs with
more common spaces and broader
sidewalks to facilitate interaction
among people; getting involved in
meaningful and significant service to
others, whether it be a year of national

service or involvement with the
PTA; policing the streets in
community patrols; and, finally,
embarking upon “a major social
effort” to energize good government
reforms (publicly funded campaigns,
limits on PAC donations, and
meaningful political debate through
new channels like call-in shows and
electronic town halls) to take back
government from special interests.
None of these suggestions is
new. Common Cause has been
trying to get Americans to take back
their government for years. What is
different about communitarianism
is that it, for the first time, links all
of these efforts together into a
coherent philosophy—something
that can be meaningful to many
Americans. If followed by a
significant number of people these
sacrifices could dramatically change
the way Americans interact with
one another and govern themselves.
Unfortunately Etzioni fails in his
book to tie all of these sections

Shirley Valentine
by Willy Russell
June 9 - June 19
The hilarious adventures o f a housewife who abandons her
traditional lifestyle fo r a liberating holiday.

together into a grand vision that
would inspire individual and
community action.
Still, for those in whom the
them es of com m unity and
responsibility resonate, this book
can help give voice and expression
to those feelings. For the thousands
•of Americans who work to instill
com m u n ity sp irit in th eir
n eig h b o rh o o d s, citie s, and
workplaces, Etzioni’s book helps
place these local efforts within a
national perspective. For others,
The Spirit o f Community offers
valuable insight into an influential
philoso p h y in the C linton
administration.
Moderate Democrats “found”
communitarianism in the late f980s
when they were looking to woo
middle-class defectors and win back
the White House. Since then,
communitarians and Democratic
legislators from the Democratic
Leadership Council (DEC) have
exchanged ideas, position papers,
and draft legislation. In 1991, under
the tenure of chairman Bill Clinton,
the DLC explicitly embraced the
th e m e s
of
o p p o r tu n ity ,
responsibility, and community in
their “New American Choice"
platform. Now in the White House,
Clinton has dem onstrated his
commitment to communitarianism
through personnel choices as well
as policy initiatives. William
Galston, co-editor with Etzioni of
the communitarian journal, has for
a long time advised Clinton on
family issues, and is now Deputy

The moving story o f Eva Peron and her dramatic rise to power in
Argentina: a passionate musical that is not ju st a story o f survival
but epic theatre at its most stirring.

------------------------Candida-----------------------by George Bernard Shaw
July 14 - July 24
A woman must choose between her prosaic husband and a fiery young poet
in this romantic comedy that revels in the very best o f
Shaw's delightful language, wit, and humor.

-------------A View From the Bridge------------by Arthur Miller
July 28 - August 7
An Italian-American fam ily is tom apart by jealousy in this crackling story
o f immigrants in the New World that explodes with passion.

------------Lips Together, Teeth Apart-----------by Terrence McNally
August 11 - August 22
In this bitter-sweet comedy, two couples weekending in the Hamptons
come to terms with the realities o f their marriages as the
Fourth o f July fireworks explode overhead.
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Robert Hardies graduated in May
with honors from Cornell University
where he studied Government and
wrote his honors thesis on the
communitarian movement.
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------------------------- Evita-------------------------music by Andrew Lloyd Webber, lyrics by Tim Rice
June 24 - July 10

Director for Domestic Policy in the
White House. Henry Cisneros,
Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development, is a signatory to the
communitarian platform, and even
Vice President A1 Gore signaled his
em brace of the m ovem ent by
attending a communitarian “teachin” in Washington. Both family and
medical leave and national service
were among the first of Clinton’s
policy initiatives.
Ironically, it is along this path to power that lurks the greatest threat to
communitarianism. Etzioni warns
of the trivialization of community
and responsibility by politicians with
ulterior motives. There is a danger
that Clinton and others will embrace
these themes only to the extent that
they are com patible with the
sen tim en ts o f m id d le -c la ss
Americans. While popular issues
like the family remain at the top of
th e C lin to n ag en d a, m ore
burdensom e id eals such as
responsibility for others may be
sacrificed, thereby reducing the
communitarian movement to no
more than a middle-class wish list. It
is up to Etzioni and the followers he
can inspire at the grass roots level to
keep the the true “ spirit of
community” alive.
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Original Flakes
TCB: Under certain circumstances
continued from page 17
But I wrote the book, he makes the I might There’s been some talk of
movie.
doing a TV scries based on my
stories. Dirt of the deal would be for
SH : Is he going to film it on location me to host it. Something like that
in Battle Creek?
would appeal to me, sure. But I five
in L.A., and I’m constantly besieged
TCB: I don’t think so, because Battle by the film industry. My job is to
Creek has changed a great deal. He write books—that’s my talent, that’s
has found an old hotel in upstate my raison d'etre. My goal is not to
New York, which will stand in for write films and be lost in the shuffle
the sanitarium. He begins filming in Perhaps it would be fun to be in a
September because the hotel is in movie as a m inor character, as
use for the tourist season during the Dickey was, or Ann Beattie— sure,
summer. I presume he will film the that’s a gas to see your face up on
Decoration Day scenes in September the screen. But no flaughsl, I'm not
before the leaves change, but then about to take on a role in Hollywood
any o ther outdoor shots, it’s as a leading man, or a character
wintertime anyway.
actor or anything else, I’m perfectly
content doing what I do
SH: Do you have any ambition to
act in a film production of one of SH: Your audience has grown
your books as, say, James Dickey steadily over the years, and the
did in Deliverance ?
breadth of your appeal is surprising.

I'his morning, for instance, your first electron-ic media. But—and people
interview was on a rock station, and have seen me as being egotistical
about this—
the second was
I’ve o ften
on W XXI, a
compared the
public radio
sort of work 1
broadcast. Not
many writers
do
to ,
perhaps, Kurt
would appeal
to both of those
V o n n e g u t’s
audiences.
for appeal. 1
don’t mean to
TCB:
I ’ve
say that my
wo r k
is
always felt tliat
the type of
b e tte r,
or
work I do can
w h a t ev c r.
appeal to a
I 'm
ju s t
wide range of
saying that I
audiences. My
alw ays felt
hero in this is
my
w ork
Photograph: Pablo Campos
C h a r l e s
could have
T. Coraghessan Boyle
D ickens. No
the kind of
one, of course, can have quite the appeal that his did—a sort of uni
influence on society he did, not in our versal appeal across society in its
age anyway, with the impact of the time. And I'm pleased, I'm very

pleased. Certainly I already have the
very sophisticated audience, and the
literary audience. But I would like to
appeal to everybody who can read,
you know? Of course, that's a small
percentage of society these days
[laughs). But it's nice to be a sort of
messenger of literature and say,
“Yeah, okay, rock n' roll’s pretty
cool, and we have movies, and we
have MTV; but, you know, books
are pretty axil too. And people who
are committed and intelligent and
viable are writing books. And
maybe— hey!—maybe you should
read one or two a year ” That's the
audience I'm alter.
*
Steven H u f f is managing editor o f

BOA Editions. Ltd.. Brockport and
Rochester. NY. He Uses in Rochester,
where he is finishing a novel.
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• Mark Shecbner reviews the state o f
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